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ABSTRACT

Experj.nental studies of the rnagnetic properties of an

iron selenide with a vacancy ordered NiAs structure, and. a

series of iron containing conpounds r¡/ith the spinel
structure, are presented.

lhe ordering of cation vacancies in the iron selenide
FerSe, creates two crys tal logr aphi c superstructures differing
in repeat distance along the c axis. The '3cr and '4cl
phases are both stable at roon temperature causing the
nagnetic properties of the compound to be extrenely sensitive
to the thernal history of the sanple. Single crystal X_ray
techniques are employed to verify that single phase sanples
could be produced and clear evidence for an abrupt spin
rotation at-130 K is found in sanples with the 3c structure
fron both nagnetization ãnd Mössbauer effect neasurenents.
The abrupt changes characteristic of this rotation are not
found in the 4c sanples.

The Mössbauer spectra are anaLy z ed in terns of over_
lapping six-1ine patterns which are identified v¡ith iron
ions in different crys ta l lographic sites called A, B and C.

The isomer shifts of the different patterns indicate that the
cations are all in the ferrous state, in conflict with a

proposed ionic nodel. An alternative netallic nodel is
presented which is in agreernent with both nagnetic and

conductivity data.
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It is found that cold working the powder sanples, even

for a brief period of tine, leads to a large increase in
absorption in the central regions of the Mössbauer spectra,
including the appeaiance of a spectrum characteristic of

J4

The series Fe*Cur_*RhrS4 (0 < x.( 0.94) provides sone

of the few exanples of iron containing spinels with nagnetic
ions linited to the Aisites. The rhodiu¡n occupies the

B-sites in an essentially non-rnagnetic 1ow-spin state.
Copper and iron share the A-sites and X-ray results indicate
that they order ònto the ttdo int erp en etrat ing face-centred-
cubic A-site sublattices in the niddle region of the series
(0.45 < x ( 0.7). Ir is suggested that rhe copper ions

retain the 1+ valence state throughout the series leaving
the iron as the only nagnetic ion.

The ant iferronagnet ic ordering produces unusually high
ordering temperatures in the 1ow- iron content menbers of
the series, and displaced hysteresis 1oops in the compounds

r,¡ith x > 0.5. Curie constants, deternined fron suscepti-
bility neasurenents above the ordering tenperature, indicate
that the iron is in the Fe3* stute for sanples with x ( 0.5

but show a gradual change 
"o 

Fu2* as x - 1. This is
confirned by the Mössbauer spectra recorded frorn this series
of sanples. Evidence for the separate existence of iron
in both valence states can be seen in 1ow ternperature spectta
recorded fron absorbers with x ) 0.7.

The 1ow tenperature Mössbauer spectra becorne



increasingly broadened and conplex as x- 1, and since the
end rne¡nber of the series, FeRhrSO, cannot be produced. with
the spinel structur.e it is suggested that this broadening

is caused by strain induced at the individual iron sites.
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]NTRODUCTION

Iron chalcogenides have been studied extensively for
many years using a number of different techniques. They

occur with a wide range of crystal structures and often
have interesting nagnetic properties. In this thesis
chalcogenides with two closely related structures have bèen

investigated. The selenide FerSe, crystallises with the
nickel arsenide structure whereas sulphides of the series
Fe*Cur_*RhrSn (0 < x < 1) are spinels. The basis of both
structures is a close packed array of. anions. Hexagonal-

close-packed anions and octahedrally-co-ordinated cations
character,ize the NiAs structure whereas the spinels have

both octahedral and tetrahedral cation sites in a face-
centred cubic close-packed array of anions.

Many transition netal oxides are spinels and their
sulphide equivalents often retain this structure, Fer0U and

FerSO for exanple. However selenid.e and telluride spinels
are rare, frequently forrning cation deficient NiAs structures
as do FerSeO and FerTeO. Non-oxide spinels often convert to
the NiAs structure on the application of high pturrrrr"r.l
This suggests that decreasing the size of the snaller spinel
tetrahedral sites either by increasing the pressure or by

increasing the anion size nay prevent spinel fornation. A

more detailed description of the two grystal forrns is given
in later sections.
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Synthetic samples were prepared in the laboratory and

their crys ta l lographic properties exanined using a variety
of X-ray diffraction techniques. Ir{agnetization neasurenents,

using a vi.brating sanple nagnetometer, and. Mössbauer effect
studies were used to investigate the magnetic str.uctures
of the compounds.



CIIAPTER I
BASIC THEORY

1. ,X-Ray Techniques

, . The powder diffractometer and Debye-Scherrer canera are
frequently used to analyse future Mössbauer absorbers or

sirnply to check for inpurity phases. 2, 3, 4 Single crystal
Laue photographs have been used in our laboratory rnainly to
check crystal syrnrnetry and to align crystals for nagnetiza-
t j,on ¡neasurernents, Aligned crystallites have also been cut
into slices to forn single crystal Mössbauer absorbers.5
However further X-ray analysis has rarely been attenpted
since the basic structure of nost of the sarnples studied is
usually well docunented.

The ordering of the cation vacancies in FerSe, leads
to a number of different phases described 1ater. In order
to distinguish between these phases nore conplex single
crystal techniques had to be used and their theory is
outlined below.

1.1 Rotation Photographs

The crystal is rotated about an inportant axis, usually
a principal axis, in a nonochrornatic bean of X-rays. The

diffracted beams forn spots which lie on a series of layer
lines as shown in Figure 1-1.

The Laue conditions for diffraction naxina fron a

plane (h k 1) are:



(b)

a .a a a . a a . ..

A Rotatíon Camera uith the diffz,action
cones intensecting a coaæiaL cgLíndieaL fiLn.
A tgpicaL rotation photograph shouing' the
Lager Lines.

ETGURE a)

b)



(q - qo)'a = htr

(g - so).Þ = kr

(!.-90).c=1I

where S and S,., are unit vectors in the directi.on of the-U
incident and díffracted beans and r is the shortest lattice
vector in the direction about which the crystal is being

rotated (Figure 1-2).

= ug+vþ+wç

rotot¡on ox¡s

EIGARE L-2: A diagran of the Ðectoys used. in the Laue
_ equationa for a rotatton photognqh.

ff
slv

s-
I

rj/
I



Fron the Laue conditions:

uS.a + vs.b + r,¡S.c = À (hu + kv + lw)

since S^, r = 0

er

... 
= 

= hu + kv + lw = I cosoT À --

hu + kv + 1r^¡ = 0, 1, 2....n (1)

. ntr.-. cosa = -¡' where n is the order of the layer 1ine.

e.g. If an ortho-rhonbic crystal of cel1 dinensions a b c is
.t]rotated about the 1001j direction then

-_nÀ
cos c

cos c can be neasured fro¡n the spacing of the layer lines.
It should be noted that equation (t) is a general cond.ition
for layer lines. For an actual spot to forn, all the Laue

conditions nust be satisfied s inulataneous ly.
Rotation photographs nay be indexed using a Bernal

chart but sone anbiguity renains. For exanple indexing the
rl
tilï reflections of a cubic crystal rotated about the
c axis, a spot will appear at the sarne position fron the
(111), (ï11), (1T1) and (fT1) planes. Sone of this
anbiguity can be rernoved by oscillating the crystaL over a

few degrees rather than rotating through a ful1 3600.
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1. 2 The Precession lvlethod

Difficulties encountered with fixèd filn nethods usuatly
arise fro¡n attenpting to ¡ßap the three indices h, k and 1

onto the two dimensions of a photographic fi1n. The

precession nethoci overcones this problern by isotating a

set of reflections with one index constant, and then rnoving

the filn so as to split up the renaining indices. It is
based on the de Jong-Bounan nethod. devised in 19SB for
recording the reciprocal lattice in undistorted forn on a
flat fi1n.6 It i" illusrrated in Figures 1-ja and 1-3b for
a crystal rotated about its c axis. On rotation of the
crystal, the reciprocal lattice rotates about the nornal at
F causing the different planes to sr{eep through the sphere
of reflection. An annular screen .pernits only reflections
frorn one specific leve1 through to the filn and an

undistorted photograph of this 1eve1 is recorded. by causing
the filn to duplicate the motion of the 1eve1, i.e.
rotating it about pt in phase r4¡ith rotation of the crystal.

The precession method was developed fron a generaliza_
tion of the de Jong-Bouman principle. Any leve1 of the
reciprocal lattice can be recorded on a flat filn without
distortíon and any notion of the reciprocal lattice
whatever can be utilized to bring the various points into
reflecting condition providing only that a corresponding
notion is given to the photographic f i1m. The precession
nethod was d.evised by l.{.J. Buerger.T, 8 Instead of a

sirnple rotation novement, the nornal to the reflecting



(o)

h korl

(b)

FIGURE L-3: A diagnan-atic re-p.nes entatí. on of the d.e Jong_Boum4nmethod of recordíng a) the zeio LeuàL oiå"øj-tnuLet LeueL of z,efLeâtíons,



plane is caused to precess about

constant angle to it. A diagrarn

shown in Figure 1-4.

the X-ray bean at

of the ins trurnent

a

is

FIGURE L-4: The Buerger Pyecession ïnstrument.

The various linkages serve only to cause the fihn to nove

in simultaneous rnotion with the reflecting p1ane.

Since only a linited number of reflections can be

recorded with this nethod, it is advantageous to use a

short wavelength radiation, thus increasing the area of
the reciprocal lattice recorded by increasing the radius
of the reflecting sphere (= 1lI ).
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2. l,lagnetization lieasurements

A pararnagnetic material containing N atoins per unit
volune, each bearing a nagnetic monent p, r!.ill have a

susceptibility X rvhich is inversely proportional to the

tenperature.

N P 
"f 

r' l"rt
3kT

1t'* 1) I -' is ca11ed the effective nunber.J

e constant.

2 3kc, L r. = ------=-
r\pB

ln the transition netal series the electric field produced

by the neighbouring ions (Crystal Field) on the outer Sd

electrons tends to break up the L-S coupling and rernove

the degeneracy of the 2L + 1 orbital leveIs. This

splitting dirninishes the contribution of the orbital notion
to the magnetic monent so that

peff = r lt¡s * i¡ ] 
t G = z the spin only value)

is often in better agreen'ent with experínental values.
Given an internal interaction between the nagnetic

noúents which at sone temperature overcones the thernal
rnotion, nagnetic ordering will take p1ace. This interaction
can be represented by a nagnetic field H" ca11ed the

T

f
Pefr=cIJ(J

of Bohr nagnetons.

C is the Curi
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exchange or nolecular fie1d. From the l{eiss lvtolecular

Field theory H" is proportional to the nagnetization trl

H =NI'lew
rvhere N, is the nolecLrlar field constant. i.e. Each spin
sees the average nagnetization of the rest of the spins,

Due to this interaction, far enough above the
ordering tenperature the susceptibility retains a

tenperature dependance very similar to that of a pararnagnet.

I
X = T-+-â I = ltreiss paranereÌ

for ferrornagnetic naterial s.

C

^ - T-i-T

for antiferrornagnets. For a ferrornagnet using the
rnolecular field approximation this beco¡nes:

w- C" T-CN
w

giving 0=CNr=T.

vrhere Tc is the Curie Point.

T^ sKTc_c -----=--* c I'lg¿s ¡s*t¡ p.rl

For iron this gives a rnolecular field of the order of
107 Oersteds. This is nuch greater than the dipole field
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produced at an ion site by other íons in the crystal .9
In fact, the nolecular field is only an approxínate

representation of the quantun nechanical exchange inter_
actions produced by overlap of the charge distributions of
neighbouring ions. It can be seen however that the effect
of any nagnetic fíeld produced in the laboratory is 1ike1y.

to be sna11 conpared to interactions of this magnitude.

There is no exact classical analogue of the exchange energy

since its origin lies in the pauli exclusion principle.
A change in the. relative direction of two spins will cause

the spacial charge distribution to change, thus affecting
the Coulomb energy of the syste¡n. Therefore neighbouring
spins act as if a direct coupling existed between thern,

leading to the concept of a very large internal rnagnetic

fie1d.

A ferromagnetic naterial has a singularity in the
susceptibility at the ordering or Curie tenperature.
Below this. tenperature a spontaneous monent exists
(neglecting domain forrnation). The nagnetic nonent p , ís
given by

ts = s Frs

Therefore the saturation magnetization at absolute zero

will give a value for the average noment and hence the spin
of each ion.

In a Née1 antiferronagnet the spins are ordereil in
an antiparallel arrangenent with zero net nonent at



temperatllres beloh/ the ordering or Née1 tenperature. The

susceptibility is not infinite at the Née1 point but

usually shows a weak cusp in the susceptibility versus

tenperature curve just above the ordering terp"ratute.l0
Ferrinagnetisrn was originally postulated by Née1 to

explain the nagnetic properties.of ferrites.ll Here the

ordering is similar to that of an antiferronagnet except

that either the nunbet or size of the moments on the
different nagnetic sublattices differ. Far above the
ordering tenperature (Trr) the susceptibility follows the

Curie-Weiss latv of the ant i ferronagnet , but a spontaneous

nonent exists below Tr*. Since the nonents on each

sublattice may have a different tenperature dependence, the
magnetization below TFN can be conplex. However it may

provide valuable infornation for deter¡nining the spin
distribution between the various sublattices.

More conplex spin arrangenents occut. These arise due

to conpeting rnagnetic interactions or anisotropy axes

which cause non-collinear alignrnent of the different
sublattices,9 leading to triangular or spiral structures.



The l"fö s s bauer Effect

The phenornenon of recoil-free emission or absorption
of a gamrna ray by a nucleus bound in a crystal, rr,as f irst
observed in 1957 by R. L. Ì,,1össbauer,12 He discovered that
.n l91L nucleus can decay to its ground state r./ith a

finite probability of enitting no phonons in the process,

the recoil nonenturn being taken up by the whole lattice.
The energy of recoil of the nucleus, Eo = 1 ¡r¡yz

" 
2 -' 

2

p- Et'. "R_ZM_ - rrJ
r+here E, is the energy of the ./-ray emitted.

It can be seen that if the enitting nucleus is unable to
recoil freely due to chenical binding, the recoiling mass

can be considered to be the mass of the crystal rather than
the nass of the ernitting nucleus. This reduces the recoil
velocity to negligible values.

The property which has nade these zero-phonon ganrna

rays so valuable is to be found in their linewidths. If
the lattice is not excited, only the widths of the nuclear
1eve1s deternine the linewidth of the emitted ganrna ray.
For a nuclear lífetine of 10-7 s the uncertainty principle
predicts a width -10-8 eV. For a 100 KeV ganna ray
this is equivalent to saying that the energy is defined to
less than one part in 1013. More inportant hor+ever is
the fact that 10-8 eV is snaller than characteristic
values for the various interactions of nuclei r4¡ith their
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or{n electrons, Due to this fact, although I{össbauerrs

original discovery rvas in the realns of nuclear physics,
its principal applications have been in solid state physics,
the nucleus being used as a probe to sanple its irnnediate

environment, The isorner shift, quadrupole intetaction
and hyperfine field at the nucleus, rneasurable quantities
in l4össbauer studies, are all affected by the surrounding

electrons.

Although theoretically present in all excite<l state_
ground state ganna ray transitions, Mössbauer ganna rays

have been detected in only 101 transitions in gj isotopes
of 44 different elenents, Of these, all but a few require
extTene experirnental conditions which elininate thern as

a useful tool for solid. state applications.13
Many of the conditions necessary for an isotope to

deduced f rornexhibit a detectable Mössbauer effect may be

the expression for the recoil free fraction

/ o2'*2' \f = ^-- I -"7- - i'^r t ----õ-:7- I\ tt". I

.EI.

where <x2> is the component of the mean square vibrational
ainplitude of the nucleus in the direction of enission of the
ganna ray. I-f ErZ or <*2 > are too large then f becones

negligible. The highest transition energy for which a

neasurable Mössbauer effect has been r'eported' is 155 keV

for 1880, 14 brr, to be useful as a source of ganna rays in
a iUössbauer experinent, E, nust be less than 50 keV if the
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experinent is to be perforned t{ithout cooling the source.
The exponential dependence of f on < x2 > rnakes the
ivlössbauer effect undetectable in gases or non viscous
liquids.

For resonant absorption it is also necessary that the
recoil energy of the crystal in which the nucleus is bound

does not exceed the natural linewidth of the gamna ray.
This requires particles of -106 atons. Since even fine
porvder particles are a factor of 109 larger than this, the
recoil energy is evidently negligible. For solid-state
applications, the half-1ife of the excited state nust be

sr¡ch that the natural line\^¡idth of the ganna ray is at
least an order of nagnitude less than the hyperfine
interactíons.

The two transitions which best satisfy the above

conditions are rhe 14.41 keV, 3/Z- I/Z transition in 57Fe

and the 23.87 keV 3/Z - I/Z transition ir, 119Sn, both of
which have been used in our laboratory, The experirnents
in this thesis were perforrned on 57Fe which is a stable
isotope constitutin g Z.17t of natural iron. 57Co díffused
into a suitable rnatrix is usualiy used as a souxce. Its
decay scheme together with sone inportant nuclear
paraneters for 57F" are .shown in Figure 1-5.

In a Mössbauer spectrum, the enission and absorption
lines nust be folded together so that the ninimun li.newidth
will be 2I . The distribution of energies about EO is



99.8%

136.48 eV

14.4t ev
Er=l4.4l3eV (Mossbouer :r-¡oyl

Quadrupole I'fonents Q2 = Ob

Nuclear g factors gå = 0,181

Natural linewidth (f) = 4.665 x 10-9

Natural lifetine ( rr)= 9.7S x t0-9
Ifini¡nun experirnental linewidth (2 | )

3tz

tt2

L7

Qs/z - 0.21 b

cal 2 - 0.103

0.194 ¡nmls

S

FIGURE L-S: Ihe 57Co 
d,eoay

mete?Ê for the
scheme and s ome
I=3/2andr=

important para-
L/2 nueLear s tates .

utco (ezo¿)
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given by the Breit-lVigner fornulal5 and teads

Lorentzian l ineshape

r (Er)=
r(Eo )

lo a

s anp le lre c an

l'(ttuo) lt . ,\rl
By noving the source relatirre to

Doppler shift the energy of the ganrna

the

TAy

AE

where v

1 nun/ s

ls

'c

velocitl' of the source in the ganna

4.804 x 1o-8ev fot 57F". Since the

ray direction
hyp er f ine

hav esplitting of nuclear 1eve1s is -10-7eV, mn/s

becorne the conventional Mössbauer energy units.
If a hyperfine splitting is to be observed in a

lv{össbauer experinent then the fluctuation time of the
electroníc spin (rr) i,e. the fluctuation tíne of the
hyperfine field, nust be long compared to the lifetine of
the excited state of the tr{össbauer nucleus (rVZl.
Fluctuations nust also be longer than the Larrnor precession
tine of the nucleus. If ø¡ is the Larrnor precession
frequency, then

,, > rVZ > l/u¿
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4. liyperf ine Interactions

The Hamiltonian for the hyperfine interaction betrveen

a nucleus and its surroundings can be rvritten as

H=EO+U,+E,

neglecting higher terms. EO represents the electríc
nonopole (i.e. Coulonb) interaction between the nuclear
and electronic charge density due to the finite nuclear
size and is usually ca11ed the Isoner Shift, Ir{, refers
to interaction of the nuclear nagnetic dipole with the
hyperfine field.of the electrons. E2 represents the
interaction of the nuclear quadrupole nonent with the
electric field gradient at the nucleus.

4.1 The Isoner Shift
tt*, inte*a-n alters the energy separation between

ground and excited states of the nucleus causing a shift in
position of the observed resonance 1ine, The nuclear volu¡ne

must be taken into account when considering nucleus-electron
interactions due to the finite s electron density at the
nucleus. A change in volurne of the nucleus during e¡nission

or absorption of the ganna ray will cause a change in the
Coulo¡nb interaction energy.

Consider the nucleus as a unifornly charged sphere

radíus R and let the electronic charge density over the
nuclear volurne b" p Let the difference in electrostatic
energy bet¡veen the point and the finite nucleus be 8¡.
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The Electrostatic potential for the finite nucleus

v = v = ze/ .,. > RPE 'T

¡óô¡ = I--rru - vnl ) 4t 12 ð.rto

= ? z" p nz={ zez lvro¡¡zo,
wtrere -ef V@l ? replaces p the electronic charge densiry.

A ganrna ray results frorn a transition betrveen two

1eve1s Í¡ith different nucleat radii Ru*...auU and Rground

D ru* - SEsd = ? t.' l vto¡ ¡ 
2 

{R2"*.i."¿- RÉ,.o,.,,,¿}

-- I tz= K x lv(o)l
where the constant K depends on nuclear paraneters, n.b.
its value will change for different Mössbauer nuclei.
lVhat is observed in the Mössbauer experinent is the
difference in energy shifts bettûeen source and absorber.

i.e. rhe rsomer shirt I = K * {lV.(0) I 
2 _ 

f VrCol | 
2 
}

Therefore I is clependent on the charge density at the
nucleus and will be very nuch affected by the valence
state of the atom, screening effects of p, d and f
electrons or by covalency and bond fornation.

,, - ze / s, t2 \v=Ëe\',, ;p)r<R
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The 14.41 KeV excited state of iron has a smaller
nuclear radius than the ground state therefore the constant
K is negative. i.e. A positive isorner shift signifies a

decrease in s electron density at the nucleus in going

from source to absorber.

4.2 Second Order Doppler Shift
There is a second contribution to the shift of the

observed resonance 1ine, which is tenperature dependent

and arises fro¡n second order Doppler effects. The

relativistic expression for the Doppler shift is

where v is the velocity of the vibrating nucleus,
Since vibration frequencies are - to13 s-1, the fírst order
terns will average to zero over the lifetine of the
excited nuclearct"t".16 Second order eff ects will not
average to zero however and the Mössbauer line will
experience a shift 8O given bI

\--1uZ
'T 'Z J 

grvlng

d8o r E-. co-lT=-z' *?
rvhere Cn is the specific heat of the lattice at
constant pressure, In the high tenperature linit (CO = 3i<)

this gives

,=,,(r å)('S)'
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8l=-7.31 x1o-4 mn/s/K

By using tire Debye Àiodel to obtain an expression for
the lattice vibration energy then

sk.-/ r-D.,lt\' i*¿_ o,.)r8D=--É\#.',\'%/ I å, I
= " -'(# . '(ä) = ['^* o* 

) 
*"'

- c,7tor "' Fe.

Universal curves have been plottecl fron this functionlT
so that it is pos.sible to subtract 8O fron the observecl

shift províding 8O is the satne over the whole temperature
range,

4.3 Ëlectric Quadrupole I nt erac t i ons

The interaction E, between the nuclear electric
quadrupole nonent Q, and the electric field gradient is
expressed by the Flani 1tonian

HQ = Q. V E

Nuclei with spin I = 0 or I are spher ícaIly synnetric and.

have a zero quadrupole monent e.g. The ground state of
57Fe with I = t exhibirs no quadrupole splitting. Nuclei
with I > å have non-spherical charge distributions r,/hich if
expanded as a series of nultipoles contain a quadrupole

tern. The electric field gradient is a 3 x j tensor which
reduces to diagonal f orrn so that it can be
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conpletely specified by the rerrns ò2V / òxròx,
(abbreviated to Vxx ,r, Urr, rvhere V is the electrostatic
potential.

0n1y s electrons have a finite charge density at the
nucleus and since they are spherically synnetric they rvil1
not contribute to the field gradient. Since there are no

other free charges at the nucleus, Laplace's equation
restricts the nunber of independent parameters in the

electric f ield gradi-ent to ti,ro.

VZv=v .+v. xx yf *vrr=o

By conventionl6 v. zz = eq. is the naxirnurn value of the

field gradient and chosen as one of the independent

para¡neters. The other is the asynnetry paraneter ?
defined as

(vxx _ vyy)

Vzz

0 ( ? ( 1 since by convenrion lvrrl ,lur"l ,lu**l
The Hamiltonian nay be written:

V""Qe ( ?H^ = "" Iv ¿r ()r-1\'rt'r'- I(I + Ð * I o*2 . t?lj

where I* and I- are raising and lolering opetatoÌs. For I = 3/Z
this gives e igenvalues

V--Qe ¡ 1
En ='zz'- { s v,2 - r(r + rl} fr *r'úìhv 4r(2I-1) t I



II, = 1, (I-1),....-I

For the 57F" ,r,r.l"rs, the first excited state is
split in two, MJ = t 3/2 and M, = !, as shown in
Figure 1- 6 , separated by an energy € ,¡¡here

€=+ G*rtz/ì,

M¡

! 3lz

!vz

!Vz

lsorner Shifl Quodrupole Spt¡ ¡ng

f '€-ìj 8..i
ZeroYelocity/' ' 8:spectrum shifl

specrrum 
=àt8¿

FfGURE L-6: The isomer shíft and quadrupole spLitting of the
nucLear LeueLs of ö/Fe.



The electric field gradient at the nucleus contains
contributions frorn the valence electrons of the atorn and

fron the surrounding ionic charges in the lattice The

principal conponent Vzz may be writtenlS

v", = (7 - Yd v:it + (1 - R) vl;'

The paraneters T* and R are the Sternheiner antishielding
factors for the lattice and ionic contributions. Nornally
polarizatíon of the inner spherical she11s of the ion
enhances v1lt. In the case of 57p",Ta = -9,14 and

R = 0.i2.18

There are a nurnber of ways of calculat in1 V:|t
naking use of various nodification of the point charge
rode1.19 All in general have so¡ne procedure for
calculating e, (J cosz 0¡ -7) for each surrounding ion

on the central ion, and summing over the lattice. The ionic
contribution is a result of non-spherical synnetry of the
charge distribution. FeS* has a half fí11ed ct she11

(5 electrons) and is spherically syÍmerric i.e. V::n = 0.
Fe2* has an extra Sd electron outside the shell which, in
environments with symmetry lower than cubic, nay cause
large polarization of inner she11s and hence a large
contribution of vion

ZL

tf
1
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If agne t ic Flyperfine Interactions Effect
The Haniltonian describing the nagnetic dipole hyperfine

interactíon is:

Hr"g=-8.4=-ctsNI.FI

where H is the field at the nucleus, p is the nuclear

nagnetic ÍLonentr /r¡ is the nuclear Bohr nagneton (eh/ZMc),

g is the nuclear g factor and I is the nuclear spin. If H

defines the axis of quantization this Haniltonian has

eigenvalues

- pHMI

ï
l-1....

Thus the (2I + 1) fold degeneracy of the nuclear
states is lifted. This situation is illustrated fo, 57Fu

in Figure 1-7. 0n1y AIvfI = 0, t 1 transitions are allowed

and their angular dependence is given in Table 1-1.
Integrated over all 0 , the angle between the T-tay
direction and H, this gives the relative intensities
inclicated. Therefore for a randonly oriented poly-
crystalline absorber with no quadrupole interactions, we

expect a syrunetrical six-line Mössbauer spectrun with
iniensities 3:2:I:7r2:5. frour the angular dependence it
can be seen that if I = 0 only AMr= * 1 transitions are

allowed, resulting in a 4-Iine spectrum with an intensíty

nag

MI = I,

= -9ts¡¡wr

_T
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ratio 3:1:1:3. This situation r,ri11 arise if the T_rays
are directed along the eas1, axis of a single crystal
i.e. paral1el to H, or if the sanple (polycrystalline or
single crystal) can be conpletely saturated. by application
of a large external nagnetic field para11e1 to the ganna

ray direction.

Ilagnetic Spl it t ing

Angular Dependence
¡

I stz
I

,slz e/ 4 (r- L/2

- -t/2
-1

r-1

1i
cos" d ) j

i

Trans it ion Rel at ive
Probabilit

i t/z
I

i-t/ z

0

0
3 sin20

3/4(1*.o126)
L/z - t/2

-1
i

i t/z - -vz

Quadrupole Splitring

TABLE L-L: The aLLoaed eæeited state
tyansítions of 57P".

3/2 - !7/Z 11 3/2 (7 * .or28 )

- gz,ound s tate
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There are several contributions to the hyperfine
field H. A general expression would be

H=HO-DM+ 4
J zIf+HS*HL*HD

FIO is the externally applied nagnetic fie1d. The next two
terns are the dernagnetizing and Lorentz fields
respectively. Both are usually sna11 and exactly cancel
for spherical single d.onain particles,9 H, is a result
of the interaction of the nucleus h¡ith the s electron spin
density at the nucleus. It is usually the largest
contribution to H (105 - tO6 Oe¡ and can be written:

Lr - 76z-HS = -i;_ pA, (X(sl _ s.l ))

where sf and sl are the s electron spin densities at the
nucleus with spin up and spin down. H, is referred to as
the Fermi contact term and is very large even in atons
with filled s-she11s if the ato¡n contains a partially
filled magnetic she11. The exchange interaction betrveen
a spin-up polarized d-she11 and the spin-up s-etectron is
attractive r,¡hereas that between the d_she11 and the
spin-down s-electron is repulsive. Hence the rad.ial parts
of the s-electron wave functions will be distorted giving
an inbalance of spin density at the nucleus, calculations
using this polarizatio, s.h"*"20 predict the approxinate
nagnitude and rhe sign of the hyperfine field in high spin
iron ions, The direction of the hyperfine field is
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opposite to the ionic rnonent in 57F..

H, is the contribution from the orbital angular
nomentunì, given by

<L>
Hr. = -2PAaF,

It is estinated to be -+ 7 x 104 Oe in iron metal but is
zero for FeS* since L = 0.

The final tern HO arises from the dipolar interaction
of the nucleus hrith either the spin nonent of the atom

itself or with the nonent on surrounding rnagnetic atons.
ït is expressed in the usual dipole forn

/st (s. t) s \
Ho = -zpe.[|=-_ - -/ 

=],\ r- r-/

and can give contributions of the order of 104 Oe to the
hyperfine fie1d.

The above description of the origins of the internal
field suggests thar a hyperfine splitting would be

observed for all cornpounds with unpaired valence electrons,
The electronic spins which generate H are subject to
fluctuations, so in order to obse¡ve the splitting with a

IVossbuaer spectroneter, the tine scale of these
fluctuations nust obey tS > TVZ> lluL as explained
earlier. In paranagnetic naterials these fluctuations
are usually rapid and result in H having a tine average

of zero so that no nagnetic splitting is seen. Ivhen
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nagnetic ordering takes place the relaxation rates are

effectively slower and a splitting is observed.

Conplicated Ifössbauer spectra arise when the spin
relaxation tine becones conparable with that of the
nuclear transition.2l , 22

4.5 Conbined tr{agnetic and Quadrupole Int.eractions
The conplete interaction of the nucleus lrith its

surroundings nay now be expressed by the Haniltonian:

H(i) = crpN !.g + Qr.V€. { z ol ", lr¡,(0)12

Analytical solutions can not genêra11y be found, but
several conputer prograrns have been developed to calculate
the À'lössbauer spectrun nathenatica :.,ty.23, 24, .25

In the case where the quadrupole splitting is sna11

conpared to the magnetic interaction (QV€<< g¡1olE)

and the electric field gradíent syrmetric (ri = 0), the
following solutions exist:16

,r/, = ss/zt"nL-{Mr + (-1) l', * 'l 4* 
{ t*4ea-}

- 2r,^Z ^Z ' '2+ ï ze- Rãzz lûeol ¡

E4 =g2F¡HM' *{2"2n2, Irrolf2
where 0 is the angle between the hyperfine field and the
principal axis of the electric fíeld gradient. These are
the energy levels shown in Figure 1-7.
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CHAPTER II
EQUIPIVIENT AND TECFINIQUES

1. X-Ray Diffract ion

A variety of X-ray diffraction techniques were used

for sanple.analysis, For powder samples, Debye-Scherrer
photographs provided accurate lattice paraneters .and a

roon-temperature powder diffractoneter was used to detect
the presence of impurity phases or to conpare line
intensities. Sna11 single crystals of the selenide
compound could be produced which enabled the vacanc1¡ order_
ing in this sanple to be examined in rnore detail using
single crystal X-ray nethods.l Laue photographs were used

to align the crystals rvhich were then rotated about one of
their principal axes in a rotation ca¡nera. This camera

rr¡as built by the departnent machine-shop. It consists of
an electric notor which rotates the sarnple about the axis
of an aluniniun cylinder of known radius against the inside
of which a sheet of f i1¡n is held. A collinator directs
the ¡nonochronatic bea¡n of X-rays onto the sanple.

Further single-crystal work on this conpound was

perforned using the Buerger precession .^ "r^2 belonging
to the Crystallography Laboratory in the Departnent of Earth
Sciences. This nethod provides undistorted pictures of
planes of the recíprocal 1attice,5 It is nuch rnore complex
and tine consurning than fixed filn X-ray techniques but
interpretation of the results is rnore straightf orr,/ald.
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For accurate deterrnination of lattice parameters,
Debye-scherrer powder photographs provide the best results.
]f a single crystal is available however it may not be

convenient to grind it to a powder. The crystal nay be

required for other types of neasurenents or, as in the
case of FerSer, grinding nay íntrocluce undesirable side
effects. If this is the case, the Gandolfi canera may be
used to provide rpowder' photographs of a single crystal,
The camera itself is identical to the Debye_Scherrer

canera, but the sample nount is designed to rotate the
crystal in different directions so as to duplicate the
randorn. orientation of the powder crystallites with Tespect
to the X-ray bearn.

A recent addition to the X-ray equipment in the
Physics Departnent has been a lohr- t enp etature attachnent
to the powder díffracto¡neter. Ternperature s of Z to g00 K

are attaínable by controlled transfer of liquid heliun fron
a storag.e dewar. The heliun flows at a constant rate
through a high efficiency transfer line to the copper
sarnple block. A schenatic diagrarn of the equipnent is
shown in Figure 2-1. A nicroneter needle valve (Figur.e Z_2)

pernits precise control of the flow rate and. a sainple block
heater connected to an autonatic tenpetature controller
provides a stability of better than r0.1 K fron 4.2 to 300 K.
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ETGURE 2-L: A diagran of the Loa tenpez,atuz:e X-z,ay equipnent,

The vacuurn shroud has a Beryllium window through which
the X-rays pass and is specially designed for a phillips
gonioneter. The cryotip is attached to the shroud via the
r0t rings shown in Figure Z-Z arld. a locking pin prevents
rotation of the tip with respect to the shroud, Even lr¡ith
the shroud evacuated however this rOr ring seal is not
sufficiently rigid to pïevent novement of the axis of
rotation of the sarnple as the gonioneter rotates the shroud.
An adjustable clanp had to be designed which a11ows t.he

cryotip to rotate with the goniometer but rvhich does not
a11ow the axis of rotation to change once it has been
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adjusted to coincide with that of the shroud. If these
axes are nisaligned, the diffraction lines are broad.ened

and their shape is severely distorted.

ELÐG3I.E I,INE

NETDLE VATVE
AIlruSî{EÀT

gIP Etoç¡_> Ì/BI!

I,EAÐ TEROIJGE VACIJUM PORtr

vActIIrM sEqor,tD
SEIIL O-RXIGS

NEDLE VAI,VE
CO¡IROL SEME

TE4PEN¡fl'RE
SE!¡SOR FOIE

S¡l.fPlE HOLDER
Á:f,TACEMÐIT

EIGARE 2-2: Ihe Loa tempetature X-ray di f fz,aetometey attaehnent.
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Once the equipnent is aligned at roon tenperature,
operation is both convenient and efficient. Initial cool
down to liquid heliun takes approx irTla t e 1)' twenty ninutes
and uses very litt1e coolant in comparison with a conventional
dewar systern. Heliun consurnption is approximatel.y 3/4
litres/hour at 4.2 K but is much less at highe"r tenperatures
rr¡hen the flow rate nay be reduced. Tenperature control is
equally good using liquid nitrogen for ternperatures above

77 K although flow rates are rnuch higher.
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2. ì{agnetization }leasurenents

All the nagnetization results rvere taken using a

vibrating sanple magnetoneter which has been described
,,elsewhere.- Nlagnetic fields to a rnaxi¡nun of 18 koe could

be applied using a water cooled electronagnet, I{hen used

as a nu1l detector in conjunction with a five digit
potential divider, the equipnent is capable of detecting

susceptibility charges of 5 x 10-9 emu or - 10-4 enu/Oe.4

Changes of this magnitude are however conparable to the

background noise. and so for good reproducibility 10-3 ernu/Oe

is a rnore realistic figure. A recent irnprovement has been

to make the horizontal sanple position controls independent

of vertical adjustnents. This has greatly reduced the

tine required to position sainples in the centre of the

pick-up coils,
A flow through liquid-helium cryostat provides a

tenperature range of 2 K to 300 K and a stability of 10.5 K

by balancing heat input against gas f 1ow. Above roorn

tenperature a vacuun furnace provides a tenperature

stability of t2 K up to a specified ¡naxirnun of 1050 K.

The furnace requires continuous punping during operation

and also causes rather a latge negative background. This

should be taken into account when measuring sanples which

give srna11 signals such as ant i ferronagnet s or pararnagnets.

The origin of this background could be either the aluniniun

sanple holder and its boron nitride support, or vibrations
of the furnace itself caused by the purnping 1ine.
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The equipment is calibrated using spectroscopically
pure nickel. Values for the calibration constant, obtained
by different people oveï a nunber of years, have been
hrithin 1å of the r".n.4
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NÍössbauer Effect lleasurements

llgr
A schenatic layout of one of the i\iössbauer spectrometers

is shown in Figure 2-3. vibrations of the transducer
Doppler shift the energy of the gamrna rays leaving the
source. These pass through an absorber, which may be
nounted in a furnace or cryostat, to the detector where
they produce voltage pulses proportional to their energies.
After amplification, a single channel analyser is used to
reject all but the Mössbauer gamna rays.

All the ùfössbauer neasurenents described later were
taken with the system opeïating in the constant-acceleration
rnode.5 The source scans a-pred.e t ernin ed range of velocities,
fron negative to positive, and counts obtained at dífferent
velocities are stored in different channeLs of a ¡nu1ti_
channel analyser. Clock pulses, provided by either the
nultichannel analyser, or in the newer systens by the
transducer drive unit itself, synchronize the source velocÍty
and the nenory channel advance rate. The contents of the
nenory are shown continuously on a cathode ray tube and can
be read out onto printed or punched tape, or plotted on an
X-Y recorder. The punched tape is converted to cards using
a UNIVAC DCT 1000 data cornmunications terninal with a

UNMC 1710 card punch.

The sources of 57Co nuclei diffused substitutionally
into a Chromiun host were purchased fron the New England
Nuclear Corporation. Chrornium is body_centred cubic and
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FIGURE 2-3: A schematic Layout of a Mössbauet
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produces no electric field gradient or rnagnetic field at
the 5/Co nucleus, Data for this thesis were collected
using sources initÍa1ly 2S-65 nC of 57Co, attached to an
aluniniun holcler rvith epoxy cenent to prevent vibrations.
Their activity ¿".ru.res exponentially with time, h¡ith a

half-life of 270 days.

Both scintillation and proportional counters i4rere

used as detectors. The NaI(T1) scintillation counters are
rnanufactured by Horshaw N.V. They can handle high count
rates and are insensitive to the high energy /_rays fron
the 722 kev, S/Z -S/2 transition. However these detectors
contain photomultiplier systems and are therefore extrenely
sensitíve to stray rnagnetic fields. When recording
neasurements involving externally applied nagnetic fields,
proportional counters nust be used. These are of two
types, Argon-nethane and Xenon_methane. Both are field
independent but their efficiency clecays l,/ith tine. The
Xenon type are much more efficient in the 14.4 l<eV region,
but a¡e also sensitíve to t:ne I22 keV garnna rays. Great
care nust be taken when using the latter in order to prevent
saturation of the counting systen by the high energy counts.

Another problen which frequently arises is in the
setting of the discrinination windolv of the single channel
analyser to accept only the ltössbauer ganrna ray. Frequently
the 6.5 keV iron X-ray counts nake the isolation of the
14.4 keV ganna rays quite difficult. The nunber of X_rays
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can be substantially reduced by inserting a felr, nillinetres
of perspex between the source and the detector.

The superconducting solenoid (Figure 2-4), producing

magnetic fields of up to 50 kOe has been d.escribed

elsewhere. "' '

liquid helíum
,deleclor

/ -soft iron
f--- / shield

l-.]ã-s0UlCê
tronsducer-lF ll

FIGARE 2-4: A schematic diagram of the sup ez,c ondueting
s oLenoid.

The rnagnet shíelding is designed to reduce fringing fields
to belorv 100 0e. Extra protection for the transducer is
provided by a nunetal shield manufactured by the perfection
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trlica company, but despite this shielding, at fields above

30 koe the calibration constant of the system is changed
osignificantly" although the linearity remains acceptable.

This necessitates recalibration of the spectroneter at
each field. It is possible to record spectra from

absorbers at 1ow tenperatures by placing the absorber

inside the nagnet, with vacuum windorvs placed across the
ends of the bore. The sarnple is positioned in contact
with the liquid nitrogen or liquid heliun bores in order
to obtain absorber tenperatures of 77 K and approxinately
7 K respectively. Apart fron only being able to produce

the trr¡o tenperatures, this nethod is nost inconvenient

since the field nust be removed and the solenoid. r,Iarned to
roon tenìperature to éhange the sanple.

A custon designed liquid heliu¡n dewar has now been

purchased iuhich nay be inserted into the bore of the

solenoíd. Together with a high field vacuun furnace
described elsewhererS this pernits Mössbauer spectra to be

recorded at tenperatures frorn 4.2 K to 700 K in applied
fields of up to 50 koe with a temperature stability better
than i0.1 K. Other equipment provides higher and lor,¡er

tenperatules, but is not designed for operation with the
solenoid.

3.2 Cryogenic Equiprnent

Due to the physical and magnetic properties of the
conpounds studied, all the lr{össbauer spectra for this
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thesis were recorded fron absorbers at or beloÍ¡ roon

tenperature. The rnajority of these neasurenents trere

taken using a cryostat which was custon built by the
oxford Instrument Conpany. A thorough description of its
design and operation will be found in reference 4. The

cryostat is very efficient, rvith a liquid heliun
consunption rate of less than O,25 l/hour and extrenely
convenient to use. Sanples may be changed in a few

ninutes even when operating at 4.2 K and a stability of
10,1 K is easily attainable over a tenperature range of
< Z K to 300 K. Ternperatures below 35 K aïe neasured with
a gerrnanium resistance ther¡noneter nounted in the sanple

block, and above 35 K with a Au -0.3 at.% Fe/Chronel

therrnocoup 1e .

The Oxford cryostat was designed for efficiency and

convenience over a large tenperature range. It tras not
designed for use with externally applied fields. For this
purpose a vertical dewar systern was required, capable of
being inserted into the bore of the superconducting solenoid
The cryostat shown in Figure 2-5 was designed and built by

Thor Cryogenics Ltd.

The sanple chamber is shielded by a gold-plated copper
radiation shield inside an outer stainless steel vacuu¡n

tube designed to fit into the roon temperature bore of the
solenoid. The cryogen storage dewars are offset to allow
garnna rays to pass through the sanple. The nain cryostat
is a stainless stee1,1iquid. nitrogen shielded¡dewar,
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Radiation shielding, for the sanple charnber in the foot
dewar and the horizontal liquid helium feed. through tube,
is attached to the nain liquid nitrogen reservoir, The

sample chanber consists essentially of a stainless steel
tube closed at both ends wíth berylliurn windor,¡s. The

copper block at the lower end of the chanber is fitted with
an electrical heater, a Au -0.07 at, % Fe/Chronel

thernocouple and a capacitance sensor. The bore of this
block ís machined to accept a copper sanple mount containing
the absorber clarnped between beryllium discs. The upper
copper block is cooled via the. horizontal helium feed
through tube, and the exchange las pressure in the Sample

charnber, balanced against heat input, deterrnines the sanple
t emp era ture .

Heat input is controlled during high field neasurenents

by a Lakeshore Cryogenic Capacitance Controller connected
to the capacitance sensor in the sanpte btock.9 A

capacitance against temperature curve is plotted in
Figure 2-6. The nagnetic field tenperature error is
t 1 nK in a field of 150 koe 10 and its useful range is
< 10 nK to 60 K, .70 K to 400 K,due to the peak bethreen
60 K and 70 K. In this range, temperature controL is
better than 0.1 K over long periods.
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FTGURE 2-6: A t-y.pieaL capaeítanee Ðersus temperåtuz.e
c aLib y,ati on cu?Ðe.

The specified sensitivity of the controller and sensoï
is t 2 ¡ni11ike1vin and so the systen may be used as a

precision thernoneter. By adjusting the set point
capacitance until the error signal is zero, the sensor
capacitance can be read in nanofarads fron the front panel
controls. Reference to a sensor capacitance versus
tenpeÏature calibration curve yields the tenperatuTe. If
it is necessary to control at tenperatures between 60 K

and 70 K, the Harwell tenperature controller currently
used with the oxford cryostat 4 nay be connected to the
heater and the Au -0.07 Z Fe/Chrornel thernocoupLe nounted
in the heater b1ock. Due to field effects on the therrno_

30 40
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couple, it nust be calibrated against the capacitance

sensor for different fields.
The heliun storage deri,ar is equipped with a heliu¡n

1eve1 detector and holds 6.S litres of liquid. This rvi1l
last for 24 hrs even when neasuring at 100 K, provided
reasonable care is exercised when selecting the exchange

gas pressure.

Use of the insert dewar increases the distance and

reduces the solid angle between source and detector, both
of which tend to reduce the nunber of ganna rays reaching
the detector. Since liquid helium is also being supplied
to the superconductíng nagnet, field experinents are very
expensive unless strong sources are used.

3.3 Data Analysi s

The spectrorneters nust be calibTated at regular
intervals even Ì¡hen the velocity scale of the transducer
is not changed, so as to provide accurate values for the
calibration constant in n¡n/s/channel and for the position
of the zero velocity channel, Iron Foil and o Fero, were

used to calibrate the equipment taking their hyperfine
fields to be 330 and 517 kOe and the splitting of the
outer lines to be 10.657 and 16.70 nrn/s respectively.ll

The zero velocity channel is found by suótracting the
isomer shift of the absorber with respect to chroniun
(.152 and .5I2 mm/s resiectively) fron the position of the
centre of the spectrun. peak positions in channel nurnbers can



then be converted to energies in nrn/s.

the isomer shifts of lron and a FerO, with
other coninon soutce hosts, It can be used

fron laboratories rring 57Co d.iffused into
than Chronium.

0.I52 0 .092 0

0.512 0.4s2 0.36

Table 2-1 shows

respect to

to conpare data

materials other

-0.185 -0.2?6 -0.347

0. 17s 0. 134 0 . 013

TABLE 2- t: The isomez. shifts (in mm/s of) Fe and, Ee^0-uith respect to uariou" souyLe hosts. z 3

TheoreticalLy, as noted earlier, a Mössbauer absorption
peak will have a Lorentzian line shape with a fu11 r¿idth
at half naxi¡nurn which is the sun of the naturar. linewidths
of source and absorber, This peak rv-i11 be superinposed
upon a baseline rvhich will be parabolic for the constant-
acceleration spectra recorded in this thesis.12 The
transducer; a freely noving cylindrical coil nounted in the
field of a peïnanent nagnet, is driven by a sal,/_tooth
voltage. The velocity waveforrn of the coil is shown in
Figure 2-7.

Absorber
Source Host

Chron- less
iun Steel fron

ll^'r'r^l

iurn Copper Plat inu¡n
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veloc¡ty

lime

FT.GARE 2-7: Ihe oeLoeitg and position of the Mössbauez, sou?ceas a function of tine.

The source is closest to the absorber when

its naxinum positive or negative velocity hence

baseline results. The shape of the baseLine is

rnoving at

a parabol ic
given by:

b(x) = cl(x-xo) * cz(x-xo)2

where x is in channel nu¡nbers and xo is the zero velocity
channel. c, should be zero for a constant acceleration
spectrun i.e. no linear slope.

The absorption spectrun then has the forn

n(x) = b(x) n(o) (t Ë, {^r,l 1z¡x-xr)/[,,. r]] 
)
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rvhere n(o) is ¡he nu¡lber of counts in the background..
l,i is the total nunber of peaks and x, , ai, and fi are the
position, fractional absorption, and full width at half
rnaxiinu¡n of the i th peak,

The various programs available in the Iaboratory
perforn a least-squares fit of this equation to the data.
They differ in the nanner in which constraints on the
various paraneters are app1ied.. The progTarns al-so calculate
a goodness of fit paraneter ca11ed chi squared ( XZ)
defined as:

X2.-

where Np

value of

Np

Y
/--i=r

r
["o0, (*i) - n.rr. (*r]]2

ncalc (xi)

1S

Np

the total nunber of data points, A chi squared
indicates a perfect fit wíthin statistical error
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CHAPTER TI]
IRON SELENIDE FerSe,

1. Introduct ion

The c rys ta l lographic and nagnetic stïuctures of the
series of iron selenide conpounds FeSe* (1 < r < 1.35) have
generated a great deal of interest in recent y"^rr.I - 7

This has been due in part to their close relationship to the
iron sulphide systern. Properties of iron sulphides are of
particular inportance in the treatnent of sulphide ores.
In addition, the possibility of extracting geonagnetic data
fron these naturally occurring ninerals requires a detailed
knowledge of their nagnetic structures. The need for this
knowledge is evident in the case óf pyrrhotite FerS, which
has been found reversely nagnetized in nature with sone forrn
of self-reversing mechanisn being the nost 1ike1y
explanat ion. S , 9

The many phases and superstructures of these two

systens nake detailed analysis of their c ryst al l ographic
and nagnetic structures extrenely conplex. A sizeable
anount of the work on FerSe, was concerned with sanple
preparation and crystal structure analysis, to ensure that
all powder samples were single phase naterial with the
required crys tal lographic superstructure.



1.1 Crystal Structure

Fe"Seo crystallizes with the NiAs structure.tö

structure, the anions forn a hexagonal_c1ose_packed array,
i.e. Tepeating every two layers, with octahedral and

tetrahedral interstices. Only the octahedral sites are
occupied by cations; the tetrahedral sites rernain vacant.
The cation sites are arranged ín layers in a sinple
hexagonal lattice, (Figure 3-la), with each site having six
neare s t-ne ighbour anions in cubic synnetry as ind.icated in
Figure 3-1b.

In this

(o)

FIGUÆ 3-L: d The N¿As structure b) An
côycLes reptesent øntons qnd.
catùons .

(b)

octah.edraL ette. SnaLL
Large eiz,eLes lep?esent

The octahedral sites are equal in nunber to the anion
ions and so the iron deficiency in FerSe, leads to vacancies
in the cation lattice. These vacancies are not randonly
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distributed in the iron lattice but are ordered on alternate
planes, the stacking sequence forming well defined super_

structures.2 sirrau at reast two superstructures are stable
at room tenperatute, crystallographic and nagnetic propeîties
of FerSe, sarnples are very sensitíve to their thernal history.

Figure 3-2 shows the two superstructures with the
seleníum atons onitted for clarity.

c

I
.r a-a

a_a ,d

o" .o

./

o.

-r
va'

7l.¿B

./..t . . '

(o) (b)
FfcURE 3-2: Lrn'it ceL.Ls uith a) The 3e eupenstruetuye and.b) the 4c. superstructuxe o¡ tZ7sL6.---;;r,;"T';;atoms omitted fox cLarity,'
They differ in repeat distance along the c-direction. A unit
ce11 of the 3c superstructure contains six nolecules of
FerSe, and, neglecting the vacancies, retaíns the basic
hexagbnal srmnetry. The 4c structure contains eight nolecules
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and has been reported to have a slight triclinic distortion.2

I.2 If agnet ic Structure

The magnetic nonents of iron ions in the sarne c-1ayer
align para1le1 to one another whereas nonents in adjacent
c-planes are antipara11e1, The deficiency of iron ions in
alternate layers results in a net spontaneous rnoment below
the ordering temperature and hence FerSe, is ferrimagnetic.

Hirakawa3 investigated. the magnetic properties of a

sanple of the 4c structure using a torque nagnetoneter.
He found that the ferrinagnetic Née1 point (Tp¡) r,¡a s 443 K

and that the direction of easy rnagnetization 1ay in the
c-p1ane at rooÍr temperature. On lowering the temperature
beTow 220 K however, the.easy direction gradually rotated
out of the c-plane to nake an angle of - 2¡o r¡ith the
c-axis at 4.2 K.

A sinilar effect was noted by Andresen and Leciejewiez4
in powder samples of the Sc sttucture. Their neutron
diffractíon study gave an angle of 1go between the spin
direction and the c-axis at 4.2 K but indicated that the
rotation fron the c-plane took place in a narrow te¡nperature
range betï¡een 120 K and 130 K. Neutron diffraction data
fro¡n a later study6 of single crystal sanples agree with
Hirakawats results for the 4c structure, but suggest that
an abrupt rotation of 90o takes place at 130 K in crystals
with the 3c structure. The d.irection of the spontaneous



nonent lies in the c-p1ane above this ternperature and

paral1el to the c-axis be1ow.

The saturation nagnetization of a 4c sarnple was

neasured by Hirakawa3 and. found to be 70 G/cm3, (extrapolated
to absolute zeroJ. A net monent of 2p.r/nolecule rvould give
a saturation magnetization of 69 G/cn3 which lead Hirakawa
to predict rhe ionic noaer Iref*]lr"t. F"2* t-l ] ,",2-
for the nagnetic structure, where l--l represents an ion
vacancy and the brackets indicate successive c_p1anes.
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2. Sanple Prepara t ion

Sanples were prepared by heating iron and seleniu¡n in
an evacuated quartz anpule. The quartz tubes rvere thoroughly
cleaned and fi¡st heated to close to their nelting point
(above 1000 C) h¡hi1e attached to a vacuun punp, in an attenpt
to renove absorbed gases fron the inside walls. Both the
iron and seleniurn were 99.999å pure and the iron powder was

reduced before use by heating in a strearn of hydrogen gas.
lfhen the anpules were to be subj ected to a high tenperature
for long periods,. care had to be taken to remove aLl grease
fron the outer surfaces since this slow1y attacked the
quartz, occasionally causing the anpules to crack.

The nelting point of FerSeg was found to be _ 1050 C.

This, together with the phase diagrarn of the 4c and jc
superstructures5 shown in Figure 3-3 determined the heat
treatnent given to the sanples.

Stoichio¡netric quantities of seleniurn and freshly
reduced iron powder were sealed in an evacuated quartz
anpule and heated ro 1150 oC. At this tenperature the
seleniun was present as a dark bronn vapor in the tube.
The vapor disappeared after 3 days, at which tine the
furnace was switched off and allowed to cool to roon
tenperature. The product was a shiny black polycrystalline
so1id, which was ground to a fine powder, pressed into a

pellet and resealed in an evacuated anpule. The pe11et was

fired at 1050oC for 3 days then cooled to 350oC, where it
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was annealed for 1 week. Fron Figure S-3, quenching then
produces the 3c superstructure or sanples of the 4c structure
can be forned by cooling to roon tenperature at 10oC/hour.

Quenching

-_-
3c phose

4c phose

400 500 600
TEMPERATURE (K)

EIGARE 3-3: The phase diagram of the 3c and 4e superstructures,

The sanples thus produced rvere ground to a fine powder

and Debye-Scherrer X-ray photographs r^¡ete taken of both
types. The high angle lines of these photographs were

slightly diffuse but all lines could be indexed using the
lattice paraneters reported by Okazaki, although it was not
possible to distinguish between the tr^ro superstructures.
Reannealing at 600oC for l week and either quenching or slow
cooling fron 350oC seerned to produce a slight inprovenent
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in the sharpness of the X-ray 1ines, but it was sti11 not
possible to distinguish betrveen the 3c and 4c stïuctures.

Since original characterization of the 3c ancl 4c

superstructures had been perforned using single crystal
X-ray techniques 1, 2 an attenpt was made to grorv single
crystals of the tv/o sttuctures.

The reground naterial from the initial firing at 1150oC

was sealed in a quartz anpule. This rr¡a s placed in the
furnace in a position such that a tenperature gradient
existed across the sarnple. Single crystals of the 4c

structure were produced by annealing at 1050oC for 3 days

and coolin¡¡ to room tenperature at about 10oc/hour,
annealing for 12 hours at 100 degree intervals.. Crystals
of the 3c type were produced by quenching the 4c sainples
fron 400oC.
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5. Single Crystal X-Ray Analysis

l,aue photographs of the crystals frequently shoirred

splitting of the diffraction spots.

The splitting was alr,rays present in the 4c

crystals but this could be caused by the slight triclinic
distortion reported by Okazaki. Frorn the Laue photographs,

standard techniques were used to align the crystal with the
r1
| 001 | direction paral1e1 to the axis of rotation of theL_l

goniorneter. The gonioneter head rvas then transferred to the
rotation canera and exanples of results for both superstructures
are shown in Figure 3-4. The superlattice reflections are
clearly visible and can be seen to divide the spacing of the
layer lines into three or four for the Sc or 4c structure
respectively. Photographs from rotations around the B_axis
produced superlattice reflections which split the layer lines
into two for both structures.

The ce1l dirnensions rneasured from the separation of the
layer lines are shorrrn in Table 3-1. sna11 letters denote the
fundanental NiAs ce11 .

Superstructure

3c

4c

C I B=2a

17.51 t 0. 051 7. 24 t s. 95

23.38 ! 0.0S1 7.2? t g.g5

A= {ss

72.54

L2 .51

IABLE 3-L: The ceLL dinensions of Ee?Seg as measured, fronrotation photogxaphe. t'



the e aris of a)
at"uctu?e.

EIGURE 3-4: Rotation pþotographs about
3c st"uctu?e and b) the 4e
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Fron the large errors it can be seen that this is not a very
accurate nethod of measuring the lattice paraneters.
Ilowever the object of the exercise was to distinguish between

the two superstructures, for which rotation photographs proved

idea1.

A rnore detailed analysis of the 3c structure was under_
taken using the Buerger precession method. The 3c structure
was chosen since crystals with this superstructure gave

consistently sharper X-ray spots using the Laue and

rotation caneras.. If however this was due to the slight
triclinic distortion of the 4c crystals it would not have

affected the precession photographs. The precessíon rnethod

produces a picture of a single reciprocal lattice plane
i.e. planes (h k 1) *and (ñ' k 1¡* ¡otr different diffraction
spots,

The crystal was rnounted on a goniorneter head which was

transferred directly to the precession instrunent. Initial
orientation pictures lfere taken using unfiltered rnolybdenurn

radiation and polaroid fíln. The precession angle l¡as set
at 10o and no layer screen was included. Standard

techniques were used to align the crystal such that the
b-axis was precessing about the X-ray bearn and hence the
a* c* plane in reflecting positi.on. The precession angle
was then set at 25o and a screen inserted at the cortect
distance to allohr only the iOr leve1 reflections to reach
the fi1m.10 A zero leve1 photograph was taken using
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zirconium filtered molybdenun radiation.
In order to record higher 1eve1 photographs it is

necessary to know the spacing of planes along the precession
axis. Although this was known frorn previous powder data
it was checked by taking a Cone Axis photograph. The motion
of the screen ís such that it renains perpendiculat to the
precession axis, thus allowing only the required set of
reflections (Laue cones) through to the f i1n. If however
the screen is replaced by a filn holder the different Laue
cones can be recorded and hence the layer spacing deternined.
Fro¡n this spacing a screen was chosen to a1loï, only
reflections fron the r1r 1eve1 of the reciprocal plane and
a r1t 1eve1 photograph recorded. Exanples of ,0, 1eve1,

'1t level and cone axis photographs are shown in Figure 3_5.
If the relative positions of reflection spots on the

r0r and '1t 1evel photographs are exarnined, it hri11 be seen
that the true periodicity along the a* axis is half that
rneasured fron either photograph. Effects of the 3c super_
lattice can be seen on the r1r 1evel photograph as faint
spots forning lines para11e1 to the a* axÍs with a

periodicity of one third c*.
Additional evidence for the proposed superlattice can

be gained by exanining the sFnmetry of the 3c unit cel1
(Figure 3-2). tooking along the B_axis it can be seen that
without vacancíes the synmetry would be 2 nm. ÌVith the
vacancies hov¡ever this is reduced to Z, Returning to the
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FIGURE 3-5: EæanpLes of preceaeöon phçtoSrqpîs of Be_Ferle o taken
aboat the b* oste. af ,Lt Level refL.eetions' b l" A cone
æte pñotogzapl¡ e) ,0t l"eueL yefleet î,ons. Íhe doltbLing'tn the ,0t LetseL photognqk îs m¿ instnnnentaL effect. -
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1eve1 photographs, although the symmetry appears at first to
be 2rnrn, careful exarnination of the intensities suggests
that the true synnetry is indeed 2.

The angle bett{een the a* and c* axes Í¡as rneasured fron
both 1eve1 photographs and rvas found to be 90o j 30,.
Fro¡n the levet photographs, ignoring superlattice reflections,

c* = .I22 t,7.u. (reciprocal lattice units)
a* = .113 r.1.u.

and fron the cone axis photograph

b* = .202 r.I.u.
Indexing ón an orthorhombic ce1l this gives

. =À=s.ss,E
c¿l

a = 6.2z Å.

, - -- ID = J.51 A

This leads to superlattice ce11 dinensions of

A = 2a = Iz.sa Å,

B = 2b = 7.oz ß,

C = 3c = fi.as Ã.

Errors of less than 13 are estinated on A and C, but the
error on B, rneasured fro¡n cone axis photographs will be

nuch larger. This nethod however Ìvas not developed for
accurate detennination of ce11 dinensions. Its great
advantages lie in its undistorted picture of the reciprocal
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lattice. Far more accurate values for the lattice paraneters
can be deternined using the much sinpler Gandolfi caÌnera,
provided the reflections are correctly indexed.

As nentioned earlier, the Gondolfi camera is a

modification of the Debye-Scherter camera and provides

'powder' photographs of a single crystal. The.Gandolfi
photograph of the Sc crystal was identical to the earlier
powder photographs except for the extrernely sharp high
angle 1ines. An indexed pattern for FerSe, is given in
Table 3-2. The intensities were taken fron a powder

diffracto¡neter trace vp to Zg = 1400, but above this they
had to be estinated fron the photograph since the diffracto_
neter could only sc-an to this ang1e. The cell dinensions
were found to be

A = rz.s4o ¡. B = T.zao Å, c = r7.66s .Â

These are in good agreenent with the okazaki values obtained
fron less accurate rotation photographs.

A = 12.s, Å B = 7.;:oÃ. c = 17.6s Å

The indexing and lattice paraneter deternination r^ra s

sinplified by the use of a least squares fit conputer
progran provided by the Crystallography Laboratory. After
all lines had been indexed and initial estinates of the cel]
dinensions had been rnade, the 1ow ãng1e reflections were
renoved and the prograrn re-run with the Mi11er indices of
the high angle reflections fixed, to obtain the final
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Intens ity (1 -obs
(A)

d-
(A)

TABLE 3-2: An Lndesed
uíth the 3c

2 .9047

2 .7 435

2.3566

2 .13 69

2 .07 28

1.8033

1.6941

1.6589

1. 5384

1 . 5110

1.4688

r.38ZZ

r.3281

1 ,2239

1.1609

1.1415

1.1019

1.0997

I.0447

1.0145

0.9850

potlde! pattern f?on
sup ers tz,ueture .

006
203
2I0
206
300
220
306
209
226
403
0 072
406
2 0t2
409
423
2 z12

2 07s
426
600
429
606

7 O/l A')

2.7672

2.3698

2.146r

2.0900

1.8100

L .7 043

1.6636

1.5419

r . s747

I .47 ZI

1.3836

I.3325

I.2248

1.1616

7.142t

1.707,4

1.0992

1.04s0

1.0144

0.9849

)

2

I
10

2

1

8

4

6

5

5

1

4

7

7

4

6

6

ð

6

sampLe of Fe 
ZSe g
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accurate ce 11 dinens ions.

There are a nurnber of reasons for the inherent
inaccuracy of lorv-ang1e neasurenents. The most ínportant in
the selenide case proved to be absorption of the X_ray bean

by the sample. This tends to increase the measured 26

values at 1or,^¡ angles. Fron the Bragg equation it can be

seen that an error in the Tneasurenent of 0 is nore serious
at 1ov¡ ang 1e s

), = 2d sin0

Ad-ã= -cordAa

An error in 6 is less critical at high angles ( g - 90)

where cot I * 0.
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4. Preparation of I,fössbauer Absorbers

Due to the large non-Tesonant absorption of the
lvlössbauer T-rays by the seleniun, it r,/as necessary to enrich
the Þíössbauer absorbers r^¡ith 57Fu ro that less sanple could
be used. saTnples to be used as Mössbauer absorbers were
nade in the sane way as the síng1e crystals except that
iron powder enliched in 57Fe was used, The crystals were
ground to a fine powder and nixed with boron nitricle to
provide a uniforrn sample in the form of a disc with 0,5 ^g/.2of 57Fe, All absorbers r^rere inrned.iately sealed in wax to
prevent oxidation.

Debye-Scherrer photographs of tr{össbauer samples
prepared ín this manner again showed the broad high_angle
1ínes inentioned earlier. Exanples of Mössbauer spectra
fro¡n such an absorber without externally applied
fields are shorvn in Figure 3-6. It can be seen that the
absorption peaks are very broad and seern to be conposed of
large nurnbers of overlapping 1ines,

The c/a ratio for FerSe, r¡/as neasured as 1.627 and so
very 1itt1e distortion frorn cubic synmetry is expected at tl:e
iron sites. ft can therefore be assurned that the quadrupole
interaction is going to be snal1 conpared to the nagnetic
coupling and the usual 6-1ine Mössbauer patterns are
expected. with this assunption a superposition of at least
five such patterns on a broad central doublet was required
to fit the less complex 4c spectra. This indicated the
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pÌesence of five or more nagnetically inequivalent iron
sites rvhich ivas inconsistent with the superstructure
proposed. by Oka zakiz and verified by the previous X-ray work.

It was also noted that one of the six-line patterns had

a rnuch snaller hyperfine field (107 kOe at 77 K) and a rnuch

larger quadrupole shift (AZt - LSd/4 = _0,24 mm/s at 77 K

than the rest. A sinilar field had been reported by

Regnard and Hocquenghernll for FeaSeO. This observation,
together with the broad high-ang1e lines in the Debye-scherrer
powder photographs, suggested that other phases or structures
nay have been introduced into the sarnples while grinding the
crystals to a powder.

The nethod of preparation of Mössbauer absorbers had

to be modified to elininate any cold working following the
heat treatment. After the initial firing at 11SOoC the
reground ¡naterial was annealed for 3 days at gg0oC (well
below the nelting point). Sanples of the 4c structure were
produced by slow cooling as described earlier, and jc sanples
by quenching fron 400oC. Debye-scherrer photographs of the
resultant black powder did not show the line broadening of
the ground crystals and their Mössbauer spectra showed no

trace of either the central doublet or the inner six_1ine
pat t ern .

To illustrate this effect, roon tenperature spectra of
the 3c naterial after various heat treatnents are shown in
Figure 3-7. Spectra 3-7a and b display the dj.fference
between sanples without and with cold working respectively.
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Spectra c and d illustrate the inprovenent in the ground

sanples after prolonged anneal ing.
Sinilar results were found for the 4c rnaterial, but

after annealing it was progressively nore difficult to
produce the pure 4c phase. Traces of the 3c phase were

always introduced. Care was taken to perforn all further
neasureÌnents on sarnples which had not been cold worked.
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5. Ilagnetization lvleasurenents

The vibrating sanple magnetoneter discussed in Chapter
rt¡as used to neasure the nagnetization of ponder sanples of
FerSe, at tenperatures frorn 4.2 to S00 K. The If vs H curve
shown in Figure 3-8 was recorded frorn a 3c sanple at 4.2 K.

Particles of the powder sanples were exa¡nined under a

microscope and appeared roughly spherical. Since shape

anisotropy is therefore not expected to be large, the lack
of saturation and high coercive field indicated by the above

curve suggest that the naterial has a high crystalline
anistropy.

I(a¡ninura et a1.7 measured the nagneti zation along the
x-axis of a single crystal of the 4c structure and described
their results with a nagnetocrystalline anisotropy energy
of the form

E(â) = -rolcos Sf + Kg cosZO * Kn .or4g

where I is the angle between the nagnetic nonent and the
c-axis. The 3rd tern was found to be sna1l conpared with
the first two. At roon tenperature they found KO = .3 x 106

ergs/crn3 and K, = Z.S x 106 ergs/cn3 and at 4.2 K

K0 = 6.5 x 107 ergs/cm3 and K, = j.5 x 106 ergs/cn3. These

values for the anisotropy constants are nuch greater than
the corresponding values rneasured for pyrrhot íte,lZ

The nagnetization of a 4c powder sanple as a function
tenperature is shown in Figure 3-9, The easy direction
nagnetization noves slowly fron the c-p1ane toward the

of

of
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c-axis as r./e lower the tenpetature. At roon tenperature the
spin direction lies in the c-p1ane for both structures. By

using a torque magnetoneter, Hirakarva3 found three easy

directions of rnagnetization in the c-plane of a single
crystal of the 4c structure, consistent with the slightly
distorted hexagonal synnetry. This explains the reduction
in nagnetization of the randonly oriented powder sanples as

the ternperature is lowered.

H=lkOe

0 50 t00 150 200 250 ¡oo
TEMPERATURE ( K }

FïGURE 3-9: T-he nagnetízation as a function of tempe?a.tuye
foz, a e.anp.Le uíth the 4c superstz,ucturà ¿n anappT,ied fieLd of L k7e.

Evidence for the abrupt spin rotation reported for the
3c structur" 6 i, shown in Figure 3-10. The peak occurs at
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126 15 K as is expecteii for a powd.er sample at the critical
tenperature where the spins are no longer locked in either
the c-p1ane or along the c-axj_s. It is worth noting that
although fields in the vicinity of 100 kOe are required to
saturate polr'der sanples of FerSe, at 4.2 K, our value of
the magnetizatíon in 18 koe at T = 126 K, 13. ! ernu,/grn, is
close to the saturâtíon value measured for single
crystals at T = 4.2 K.7

Below the peak, the magnetization is lower than that
above, again due to the reduction in the nunber of easy

directions in the powdeï as the spin aligns along the c_axis.
The coercive field as a function of tenperature is plotted
for both structures in Figure 3-11. The loosening of spins
at the critical tenperature in the 3c structure is evident
as a sharp reduction in the coercive fie1d.

Both oxidation and deconposition caused. problems at
higher tenperatures. In fact after raising the tenperature
of sanples above their orclering tenperature for prolonged
periods, distinct changes in their Mössbauer spectra were
frequently observed. This restricted the tenperature range
of the neasurenents, especially for Mössbauer experiments
where collection tines of 24 hours or rnore are not unconnon.
The ordering tenperature r47a s therefore deternined fron
nagnetization rneasurenents on1y. In Figure 3_12 the
nagnetization in lorr¡ fields is plotted as a function of
t.emperature. Fron this thennal scanning, Tp¡ was found to
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be 457 ! 2 K for both jc and 4c sanples. This is consistenr
r+ith the phase diagram (Figure S-3) since after. heating fron
roon tenperature only the Sc superstTucture exists in the
temperature range 4ZS - 510 K.
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6. Mössbauer l\,leasurenents

¡.iössbauer spectra l/ete recorded at tenperatures fron
4.2 to 300 K for both 3c and 4c absorbers using a 25 mCi

source of 57Co diffused into a chroniun host. Exteînal
magnetic fields were applied para11e1 to the /-ray direction
using superconducting solenoids. Fields up to 90 kOe were
applied to 'co1d workedr sanples by Dr, A.H. Morrish at lvfonash

University, Australia, in an unsuccessful attenpt to
sinplify the analysis of the co¡np1ex spectra shown earlier
in Figure 3-6. Exarnples of the results obtained can be

seen in Figure 3-13. The broad overlapping peaks,
particularly in the central regions due to the collapse of
the inner six-1ine pattern, prevented a fu11 analysis of
these spectra.

6.1 The 3c Structure

Mössbauer spectra over the range 4.2 to 300 K are shown
in Fígure 3-14. Full conputer analysis was perforrned on

the spectra recorded at and above 77 K. Below this
tenperature the overlapping outer lines caused the prograns
to give unreliable values for the various Mössbauer
paraneters.

If the Sc structure proposed by okazaki is coïrect, it
should be possible to identify the various six_1ine patterns
required to fit the spectra,with iron in nagnetically
inequivalent sites in the lattice. The different iron sites
are shown in Figure 3-15 and their locations in FerSe, are
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indicated schematically in
the selenium atons are not

the iron layers.

Figure 5-16. The positions of
shor,in, but are in planes betr.¡een

A SIÏE B SITE C SITE

EIGURE 3-L5: Configuxations of magnetic neíghbouz.s and
tsacaneies giuing three distinct iron sitesin Fe rSe,,

There are three nain types of iron sites, A, B and C.

The strongest nagnetic interactions are the ant iferronagnet ic
Fe-Se-Fe superexchange interactions between iTon ions in
adjacent planes.13 It is assuned that the hyperfine field
depends on the nurnber of such bonds to ions on neighbouring
planes. The ferromagnetic interaction betryeen ions on the
same plane .is supposed to be nuch hreaker 14, 15, 16 and is
neglected. These assurnptions are strongly supported by the
Mössbauer experinents. An A-site has trr¡o adjacent ferro_
nagnetic cation sites vacant. B- and C-sites have four and

three ant i ferronagnet ic cations nissing respectively. Since
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there are three interplanar cation-anion-cation links
betrveen cations vertically adj acent to each other, the
C-sites have 5 bonds nissing and we expect HA > HB > HC

where HO, HU and Ha represent the hyperfine fields at the
A, B and C-sites respectively.

The A-sites can be further subdivided into Ar_ and

AZ-sites depending on whether the line joining the vacant
sites lies along or is at an angle of 600 to the spin-
direction in the c-p1ane as indicated in Figure 3-15. The

angular dependence ¡3 cos29-1) of the electric quadrupole

coupling will gíve different contributions to the quadrupole

shift for the th¡o sites when the spins 1ie in the c-plane
and hence split their Mössbauer patterns above the spin
rotation temperature. The multiplicity ratio of the sites
is Ar:Ar:B:C = I:2:Z:2 and their corresponding Mössbauer

spectra should have these relative intensities.
Figure 5-17 shows fully fitted spectra above and below

the spin rotation tenperature. The only constraints on the
final fit were that all peaks should have a Lorentzian line
shape with the sane line r^¡idth. The outernost lines are
identified as absorptions frorn ions in Ar- and AZ_sites
and the relative intensities are 1:2 as predicted, It is
then anticipated that there will be two absorption 1ines,
one each for B- and C-si-te ions. In fact, although the data
can be fitted with only two additional patterns, a better
chi-squared value is obtained tvith three patterns (as shown).
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The sun of the three intensities conpared to that of the
two A-absorptions agrees with the predicted value of 4:S.

It seens reasonable to suppose that if sorne rninor

disorder does exisL, it must be confined to the vacancies
on alternate planes so as not to effect the overall super_

structure. If our assunption of a weak ferrornagnetic
interaction between ions on the sane plane is correct, then
the effect of this disorder on the A-sites will be much

snaller than on the B- and C-sites. This is indeed the
case. Instead of two distinct hyperfine fields fron the
B- and C-sites, there is a distribution which can apparently
be better represented by three six-1ine lvlössbauer patterns.

At T = 130.0 K and below, the spectra show only one

A-site pattern (Figure 3-17 spectrurn b). The three
patterns for the B- and C-sites still persist and the
intensity ratio IA: (IB + IC) rernains j:4. The difference
in the A-site spectrun above and below the phase transition
temperature suggests that the dipole-dipole interactions
are at least partially responsible. The dipole
contributions to the hyperfine fields at the Ar- and AZ_sites
are equal r.rhen the spins are paral1el to the c-axis, whereas

when the spins are in the c-plane the contributions depend.

on the orientation of the vacant sites. The absence of any

A-site splitting in Figure j-17 spectrun b supports the
observations of Okazaki and Hirakawa 2 that the spins 1ie
exactly along the c-axis below the transition temperature.
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A spectrun taken at roon tenperature in an external
nagnetic field of 50 k0e applied para1lel to the

propagation direction of the Ï-rays is shown in Figure S-1g

spectrun a. The 2 and 5 lines (AM = 0 transitions) are

greatly reduced but not absent indicating that saturation
was inconplete. The spíns at the B- and C-sites 1ie
para11el to one another and antiparallel to those on the

A-sites. Thus the net nonent will be in the direction of
the B- and C-site spins. Since rhe hyperfine field is in
the opposite direction to the atonic noment in 57F", 17, 1B

we expect the external field to decrease HU and Ha, and to
increase HO, (Note that the splitting of the A-site
pattern is observed only as a line broadening at roon

tenperature, as shown in Figure j-7 spectTurn a or d). By

inspection of Figure 3-18 spectru¡n a as conpared to
Figure 3-7 spectrurn a, it is clear that the splitting of
the outernost pattern has increased whereas that of the
inner patterns has decreased. This result conf irrns our

identification of the pattern associated with the A-site ions.
The hyperfine fields for the various sites are shown

as a function of tenperature in Figure J-19. For the B- and

C-sites the data are plotted for the outer and inner
patterns associated with these sites. The nagnitudes of all
the hyperfine fields change abruptly at about 130 K, This is
presurnably to be associated with the spin rotation at this
tenperature.
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Even stronger evidence for the spin rotation is
provided by the measured quadrupole shifts in spite of the
large errors due to overlapping patterns. We define the
quadrupole shift as '< (AZt - AUr) rvhere A^ and AU, are
the splittings in n¡n/ s betrveen the second and first, and

fifth and sixth lines of the spectrurn respectively. A.s

shown in Figure 3-20, the quadrupole shift at all sites
undergoes a sudden change at T = 130 K as would occur if
the angle beth¡een the principal axis of the electric field.
gradient and the direction of the hyperfine field changed

abruptly at this t enp er atur e .

The isoner shifts relative to chrornium are shor,rm as a
function of tenperature in Figure 3-21. They are .. 0.g2 nn/s
at T = 300 K at all sites, increasing monotonically to
-0.97 rm/s at T = Z7 K. These values irnply that all the
cations are in the ferrous Fe2+ state.

6.2 The 4c Structure

Mössbauer spectra fron 4c absorbers are shown in
Figure 3-22 covering the tenperature range 4.2 K to 300 K.

Again fu11 analysis vras linited to spectra record.ed at or
above 77 K. The spectra were adequately fitted with four
overlapping patterns .as shown in Figure 3-23. The two

outer¡nost patterns (with the largest hyperfine fields) are
now identified as corresponding to cations ín Ar_ and

Ar-sites respectively, on the basis of their relative line
intensities, The triclinic lattice d.istortion should. split
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the A-site pattern into three due to the different
contributions to the quadrupole shift. Further splitting
due to this distortion was not detected, although the
relative nagnitude of the hyperfine fields of the Ar_ and
A2-sites is reversed as cornpared to the jc structure.

The distorted lattice also seems to inhibit any vacancy
disorder in the 4c structuÌe sincè the B_ and C_site
absorptions now appear as th¡o dístinct six_1ine patterns.
As can be seen fron the fitted spectra in Figure S_23, the
relative intensities are in good agreenent with the site
nultiplicity. A spectrun fron a 4c sanple in an applied
field of 50 kOe is plotted i¡L Figure S_18 spectrum b and
although saturation is again incomplete, it confirns the
pattern identifications. The splittíng of the A_sites
does not disappear belor¡ 1S0 K (Figure 3_23 spectrun b)
and the spectra do not show the abrupt changes at this
tenperature characteristic of the 3c structure.

The quadrupole shifts as a function of temperature are
plotted in Figure 3-24 and shot¡ continuous changes,
consistent with the gradual rotation of the spin direction
observed for the 4c structure. The hyperfine fields and
isorner shifts are given as a function of tenperature in
Figure 3-25 and 3-26. The isoner shifts indicate that the
iron is again in the ferrous state.

No trace of Fe3* ions was found even at low
tenperatures. If an electron hoppíng rnechanism exists
betr^¡een the Fez+ and Fe3+ ions si¡ni1ar to that proposed
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- loior Fe-00t" to account for only one type of iron ion in
the ltlössbauer spectra, the hopping frequency nust be fast
with respect to the nuclear Larnìour frequency èven at 4.2 K,

A more likely explanation r/as suggested by Ward13 for the
pyrrhotite (FerSr) case. Since all the iron cannot be Fe2*

and. the sulphur S2- he proposed that the.necessary charge

balance takes place via holes residing in orbitals which
are nainly centred on the sulphur ions.

This situation is drawn schernatícal1y in Figure 3_ZT a.
The energy E is plotted against the density of states g.

The outer 4p electrons fron the seleniun atons for¡n a broad

valence band which overlaps a narrori band forned by the
iron 3d elect-ron levels. The conduction band. arises from a

broadening of the netal 4s electron leve1s due to.the
large overtap of rnetal s-functions and seleniun p-functions.20
Charge balance is then conserved by two holes/rnolecule in
the valence band (seleniurn orbitals). Fe2* ions, arranged

with the ferrinagnetic structure discussed earlier would

produce a net nonent of. Apr/nolecule rvhich is in disagree-
nent with the rneasured saturation nornent of 2p"/no7e.
This difficulty can be overcone hor¿ever if it is assumed

that there is considerable spin splitting of the valence
band at 1ow ternperatures such that al1 the holes reside in
one sub-band as shown in Figure S-27 b. This leads to a

nonent of 2p." antiparallel to the net F 2+

si¡ni1ar valence band polarization r,', ¡lur, Ï:::";t":"*t'
explain the 1ow tenperature nonent in CuCrrXn (X = S, Se, Te).
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bon d

2 holes/molecule

vo lence sub-bonds
(+)l
(- )j

holes./molecule

Ff GARE 3-27: a) An ene^2,_gg LeueL echene for Fe -Se ^.b) rhe effôát of band. p;i":";;"t;Z;:a.
The energy Z is -þLotted.' uez.sus the densitu of
"tot"" ,q,-.1"d I þdt siues th;- ";;i";"';f";'""iL"pe" mo LecuLe.
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CFIAPTER IV

PROPERTIES 0F THE ùtIXED SYSTETV Fe*Cur_* RhrSO

Conpounds in this series crystallize with the sane
general structure as the rnineral spinel l.,feAlrOO.1 The usual
Teason for the study of complex nixed systens such as the
above is the opportunity they provide to exanine the
dependence of exchange interactions or tTansport properties
on cation separation.2, 3, 4 These goals are seldom
realized however. Cation disorder, lattice d.istortions,
covalency effects and nagnetic or crystal stTucture .changes

are a fer¡/ of the nany variables which can conplicate analysis
of the experimental result s

Despite these drawbacks it seerned sttange at the outset
of this project that a detailed analysis of this system had
not been attenpted, Rhodiu¡n is known to have a strong
preference for the octahedral sites of sulphur spinels where
the covalent overlap causes it to take the low spin
(tzg6 , ero) ground state.2, 5 rt therefore has a spin value
(s) = o and is essentially dianagnetic. This rernoves the
usual complication of nagnetic ions cn different crystallo_
graphic sites and ¡nakes this series a promising candid.ate
for the study of tetrahedral site iron ions.
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1.1 Crvstal St ruc tur e

Since the anions are appreciably larger than the
metallic ions, the spinel structure can be approxinated by
a cubic-c1ose-pa.cked array of anions in which the cations
occupy cel:tain interstices. For a spinel of the forn pQrXO

where P and Q represent cations and. X represents the anion,
each unit ce11 contains g fornula units. The close packing
forms 64 tetrahedral interstices and 32 octahedral
interstices in each unit ce11. Of these available cation
sites, in the spinel structure g of the tetrahedral holes
and 16 of the octahedral holes are occupied.6 thu unit ce1l
is best illustrated by subdividing it into g octants as

shown in Figure 4.1, The rA' cubes contain a.group ArXO and
the rB' cubes a group BOXO where A and B represent
tetrahedral and octahedral sites respectively,

Table 4-1 gives the atonic positions of the atons in
the unit cel1. The pararneter u deternines the anion_cation
spacing. It has a value of 3/g for the ideal structure
íllustrated in Figure 4.1 in whicir case each of the anions

/;^lies on a cube diagonal (lengrh = 1d = {_f_l , 1ill4 fron
the nearest cube vertex. In real spinel conpound.s the ideal
face-centred-cubic lattice deforrns ¿nd u is usually greater
than 0.375. The anions are displaced along the <1 1 1>
directions in such a.way that the anion tetrahedron in the
A cubes is expanded, retaining its cubic symrnetry. The B

cube octahedrons distott, resulting in trigonal fields
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COORD]}.IATES OF THE IOI{S IN TFIE A ,A.ND B CUBES
OF FIGURE 4-1

Tetrahedral cations

0, 0, 0

L/4, r/4, r/4

Octahedral cations

5/8, L/8, r/8

7 /8, 3/8, r/8

5/8, 3/8, 3/8

7/8, r/8, 3/e

Anions

u, u-L/ 4, u-I/ 4

u-7/ 4 , tt, u-7/ tl

u-I/ 4, u-7/ 4, u

u+I/2, u-7/4, u-I/4
u+I/ 4 , u, u-I/4
u+I/ 4 , u-I/4, u
v+I/z, u u

N. b. .complete ce11, translate as indicated in/l-1 L

TABLE 4-L: The co-ordinates of the ions in the A and, B cubesof îigure 4-L.

I.'o r the
Fi gure

-T

u0

.i

I
o/z

I

(o)

a)

b)

(b)

The atomic positíons ín the A and. B cubes:
lD -rgptesents an A site ion, @ a B site íon

and L) a eation.
The az,nangement of A cubee (j) and. B cubes( Ø ) to -conpLete" the unit eiTL.

FTGURE 4-L:
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superinposed on the B site cubic synnetry. Since this
distortion is along different < I I 1> directions at
different B-sites in the unit cel1, overall cubic synnetry

.,
is retained.' Large values of u can be expected if the
tetrahedral interstices are occupied by conparatively large
ions.

The tetrahedral A sites can be further subdivided. into
two int erpenetrat ing face-centred-cubic lattices as shown

in Figure 4-2. A cation on one lattice has four A_site
nearest neighbours from the other lattice.

-1'- i)
+ñ-o
]l '-

rl
tl 

1

I l-.
Ft-
It
Ìr-
ll
tt
tt /.

Þ-+t"" iI

I--- T-
I

t
¿
I

I

I
1
I

rl \

ñ

FfcURE 4-2: The spínel A
p ene tr ating

sites subdiuided into t?,, o ¿nte?-
face eentred cubic subLattices.
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The subdivision of the B-sites is r¡.ore compte

B sublattices resulting. Spinels of the forn
where B-sire carions are contain"a 1,, I JUr"
terrned nornal spinels whereas those of the fo
are given the name inverse spinels.

1,2 Magnetic Structure

ur

n4

There have been a nurnber of studies of the end ¡nernber

of the series CuRhrSO.5, 8, 9 It is a netaLlic conpound
showing a tenperature independent paranagnetisn which is
believed to originate nainly fron the Van Vleck susceptibility
of rhe Rh3* ions .2, I0 An invesrigation of F"0.sCrg.sRhzs+
showed it to be a p-type seniconductorll which ordered
ant iferr onagnet ica lly at 140 K. The neutron diffraction
results indicated ordering of iron and copper on the A_sites
with a spin value S = 1.95 on one site and. alnost zero for
the other. The conclusions r^rere an inversion on A_sites
of about 20v" with mainly Fe5* ions on one A_site and Cu1*
ions on the other. The low-tenperature neutron diffraction
measurenents were explained on the basis of a cubic magnetic
cel1 with a lattice paraneter Za where a is the size of the
chenical ce11 . From the extinction conditions it was

deduced that nagnetic noments at a distance a Í¡ere opposite
to each other as shown in Figure 4_3, This is rordering of the
second kind'12 observed for face-centred-cubic lattices. The
doninant interaction is the second_nearest_neighbour (A_B)

interaction.13 The shortest path for this interaction is

x, with fo
o [q,]*o

ckets, are

" o[rqJ
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Fe-S-Rh-S-Rh-S-Fe and yet the Néel tenperature is -140 K,

which nakes it the strongest interaction so far observed in
a serníconductor for such large distances (g.S4 Ao).11

The antif eruomagnetic A site ondening o f
F" o. sc'o , sRh zs ¿.

There have been several unsuccessful attenpts to
prepare FeRhrSo.14, 15 This is surprising since both
cofnlrr]so ana Nifni,r]su are known ro exisr in spinel
fotr,14, 16, 17 Results frorn an inpure sanple of FeRhrSo
produced in our laboratory suggest that it is an antiferro_

FTGURE 4-3:
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nagnetic seniconductor, sinilar to the cobalt spinel, with
an ordering tenperalure of 21S K.18 The sample however was

not a single phase and theoretical fits to the À{össbauer

data were unsatisfactory. It v¿as concluded that the iron
was in th.e Fe2* valence state which 1ed the author to
propose Fe3*5cu3+5Rn=r.tî- for the valence states in rhe
niddle ¡nenber of the series.

Considerable controversy exists over the allocation of
a valency state to copper in the copper containing Rh and

cr sulphur spine1s.8' 19, 20 The nain disagreenent seens

to 1ie in the positioning of the copper d-bands with respect
to the top of the valency band in the various energy schemes

suggested. for these .orpo,r.dr.19 A Mössbauer investigation
of the seniconducting FeO.5Cu0. 

SRhzSq should provide clirect
evidence for the valence state of the iron.
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The series of cornpounds r\ias prepared by heating
stoichionetric quantites of the elenents ín evacuated quartz
ampules. Since the netals were in the forn of easily
oxidized fine porvders it rvas necessary to reduce them by
heating in a strearn of hydrogen gas innediately prior to
weighing the sanples. The quat.tz anpules were cleaned, and

heated to above 1000oC under vacuum to remove absorbed gases
fron the inner walls of the tube. All the elenents used
were 99. 999å pure.

The weighed samples were sealed in evacuated quartz
anpules and placed in the furnace at roon tenperature. Due

to the high vapour pressure of the sulphur, the anpules were
heated s1ow1y to 400oc and held there for twelve hours before
heating to higher tenperatures. Initially, sulphur vapour
v/as clearly visible inside the tube but this disappeared
after 3 days at 1050oC. The sanples were then allowed to
cool to roon tenperature. Attenpts to raise the tenperature
to 10500c without the 12-hour anneal at 4000c often resulted
in cracks in the quartz tubing and occasionally caused the
anpules to expl'de. After the initial heat treatnent the
resultant sintered powder was ground for several rninutes,
pressed into a pe11et and resealed in an evacuated anpule.
The above heat treatment Íras repeated, r^/ithout the initial
anneal at 400oC, and the sanples then exanined rr¡ith the
X-ray diffractometer.
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Sanples with x < 0.7 i.e. those containing substantial
anounts of copper, were found to be single phase spinels.
However the iron rich conpounds (x )0.7) showed extra lines
in the X-ray patterns and the high angle Iines were

substantially broadened. These sarnples were subj ected to a

third firing at 1050oC which reduced the intensity of the
extra lines and sharpened the high angle lines of the
diffractoneter patteTns. Further heat treatnent produced

similar results, until single phase spinels were prepared
for x values ( 0.94,

It was increasingly difficult to produce single phase

sanples as the copper content was reduced, and it was not
possible to ptepare FeRh2SO as a single phase spinel using
this nethod. It has been suggest"dl5 th.t this nay be.due
to the nobility of the rhodiu¡n. If this is the case then
it appears that copper acts as a catalyst for the fornation
of the spinel structure. liowever, since difficulties are
encountered for sorne of the transition netal (Me) [nf,r] SO

spinels (lvle = Cr, Mn, Zn, Cd) and not foï others (Me _ Cu,

Co, Ni),14 ahi, explanation seerns unlikely.
Mössbauer samples were ptepared as above, but due to

the large non-resonant absorption of the Rh, iron enriched
with 57Fe had to be used. The expense of the enriched
isotope linited the weight of each }fössbauer sanple to less
than 100 ng and so weighing errors becarne important when

identifying a sanple by its x va1ue. To check for weighíng
errors, an attenpt was rnade to find the relative iron to
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copper ratios of the series of coÍtpounds using the X_ray
fluorescence equipnent. Although good agreenent was found
for the non-enriched sarnples, reprod.ucible results were

never obtained fron¡ the naterial used for the l{össbauer
absorbers, presunably due to the sma1l anount of sample
available. An alternative method was devised to estinate
the iron to copper ratio in these sna11 sanples.

To produce a uniforrn thickness (ng of Fe*Cur_*Rh, SO/cnl1
over the area of the I{össbauer absorber (approximately 3 cm?1

when using a sna11 anount of sanple, the conpound rvas rnixed
t¡íth boron nitride ponder and clarnped between two thin
Beryllium plates. Enriched absorbers contained approxinatety
0.5 ng/ cm2 of 57Fe.
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3. X-ray }feasurenents

The high nelting points of all nernbers of this series
of conpounds prevented any attenpt to produce single_crystal
samples. The X-ray work r\ras therefore linited to an

investigation using porvder techniques. Ni_filtered_Cu
radiation was used for both diffractometer neasurenents and

Debye-Scherrer photographs.

The neutron diffraction investigatiorrll of
Fu',5Cr0.SRhZS+ indicated a 1:l ordering of iron and copper
on the A¡ and A¡sites as described earlier. A_site
ordering of this type surrounds the atons on one A_site
with four nearest A-site neighbours fron the othet site
arranged in tetrahedral co-ordination. The cubic syÍmetry
of the sites is thus retained. The presence of the (200)-
and (420) -superstructure reflections characteristic of this
ordering, Í/as not detected using copper radiation, due to
the snal1 difference in scattering power of the copper and
iron atorns, A sinilar result was obtained by
Lotgering et al. 20 fo, Fu'. SCu', SCrZS4. However in cases
such as this where tr^¡o ions have s irnilar scattering por{ers
it is sonetirnes possible to take advantage of the depression
of the scattering factor of an ion close to its K absorption

"dge 
. 21

Table 4.2 shows tlle reduction in the scattering factors
of iron and copper as a function of l,/tr¡ where I¡
is the wavelength at the K absorption edge ( = f.ZqZ ß. for
iron and 1.3S0,8 for copper),and À is the wavelength of the
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incident radiation. These results rvere taken frorn reference
2I and are the averages of values reported in a nunber of
experirnental papers ' rt can be seen that cobalt or zinc
Kd radiation should provide good results. Since iron
already has the snaller scattering factor, it would be

preferable to depress this further and hence iron fíltered
cobalt radiation was used to search for the superlattice
lines indícating A- site ordering.

TARGET
ELENIEIiT

COPPER IRO¡,l

^4* r.,,1

Depre s s 1on
of the

Scatt er ing
Fac t of

trz
/À ¡ (Fe)

uepres s 1on
of the

Scatter ing
Factor

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

Ni

Cu

Zn

Mo

1.66

r .52

1.40

1.30

I.20

I.12

1.04

0. s1

0.9

1.0

1.3

1.8

3.2

0.0

r.32

7.2I

1.11

L.02

0. 95

0.88

0.83

0.41

1.0

1.3

2.0

<o

3.4

1.8

0.9

0.0

TABLE 4-2: ?he yeduetíon in the scattering factoz,s of coppez,
and iron fon diffetent aaoeLen-gth radiatà-on. "

The (420) superlattice line v¡as found to be present in
sanples within the coinposition range 0.4S < x < 0.7 and

though very rr'eak in FeO. 7Cu0. ¡RhZS+, it does show that the
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majority of copper ions sti11 occupy only the one A

sublattice. The (420) reÍIection rr,as absent fron the X_ray
diffractometer tracings of a1I of the samples using any of
the other X-ray tubes available in the laboratory
(Cr, Fe, Cu and Mo).

Debye-Scherrer X-ray photographs of sanples rvith
x ( 0.94 were indexed on a spinel unit ce1l as shor,¡n for
F"0.sCug.SRhZSS ín Table 4-i. Intensities were rneasured
from a diffractoneter tracing for reflections rvith ZA <130o
(where â is the Bragg angle) but above this angle they had.

to be estimated fron the photographs. Figure 4_4 ís a

reproduction of the high angle lines of Debye_Scherrer
photographs from several menbers of the series and indicates
a systematic change in unit-ce11 dinension wíth x_value.
In order to investigate this variation, accurate values were
required for the lattice paraneters of the sanples. The

usual nethod for finding the lattice paraneter (a) of a

cubic crystal is to find a value a(g) frorn each reflection
wíth 20 >90o, and to plot these values against the Nelson_
Riley runcrion å { tr#r. --u-..t+ ¡." rhis function r^¡as

developed such that a graph of a(g) against the Nelson_Riley
function produces a straight line which can be extrapolated
to 0= 90o (N.R. function = 0) to give an accurate value of
a. lt/hen drawing this l ine , a heavy bias is given to the
nore accurate high angle rneasurenents. In fact the highest
angle value of a(0) usually deternines the position of the
1ine, and the renaining neasurenents are used to estimate
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)
ODS

(A)

d-
c a1c ln t ens lty

(A)

4
)

10
1
6
1
1
4
6
I
1
1

11
22
<1
22
40

11 3 3
44
44
62
55
62
44

11 5 5

64
315 5

80
82

51 5 5-84
53 91

Ô"
84

55I3
73 9 5

95
77
88
95
97

10 6
00I8

77
106
97tz4

I2

1
0
1
2

0
1
?

3
0
2

0
3
)
4
I
?

3
0
2

5
0
1
1
4
3
I
3
5
0
5
3
2

4

4
5
0

.37 67

.3136
)70A

. LLÖ3

5.6586
3 .47 L6
2.96 40
2 .83 47
? .4((O

2.2523
2.003s
1.8909
7.7 368
L.6477
1. s540
I ¿Oq?
L.4807
L.4192

5.6815
7 ¿.7 0)
2.967 I
2 .8 407
2.4602
2 .2s7 6
2 .0087
1. 8 938
I.7 396
1.640I
1.5s59
1.5007
1.4835
I.4204
1.3780
1.3150
1.2811
L .2301
1.1s97
1.1363
1.1002
1. 08015
I . 03158
1. 00435
0.98902
0. 9sr33
0 .9I7 64
0 .887 29
0.86979
0.8 5978
0.83467
0. 8 3168
0.8 2004
0.81164
0.79818
0 .7 9042
0.77797

r.1582
1.1358

1
1
1
)
1
1

J
1
2
1
7

3
3

7
7

1.0990
1.0791s
1.03094
1.00294
0.98334
0. 95064
0.91718
0.88683
0.86944
0.85945
0 .83447
0.83166
0.81990
0.81147
0.79805
0 .7 9037
0.7779r

TABLE 4-3: X-xay pouder diffz,aetion data for Feo.|cuo,sRhzs4.
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the gradient, This is a time-consuning nethod if a large
nurnber of sanples are being ¡neasured at one tine.

lVe already have an estinate of the error in d as a

function of 0

-cor 0^0Ad_-u- -

Since d - a

lFæ*
lhe error in a(g) as a

for a cubic crystal, we also knorv

function of I

-cor8^0

A conputer progran was therefore written whj.ch fitted a

straigirt line to a plot of a (g) against I I co52e .o.2É lzt sïno- ' T]
using a least squares nethod with a bias of cotg to the
deviation Aa(S).

A copy of the progran is given in the Appendix. It
provides a quick and systeinatic rnethod for f incling accurate
lattice paraneters of cubic crystals, If required, the
progra¡n could easily be extended to plot out the graph with
the fitted line. Hor4rever in its plesent short forn, up to
five sets of data can be run at one tine before the page
linit of the IBM i60 student terminal is exceeded.. The
output gives a(0)obsutrred and a(g)."tculated so that errors
are imnediately visible and results can be checked by
running the progran separately for neasurenents fron Kc,
and Ka, radiation. Results for the series are shown in

Aa
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Figure 4-5 and indicate a linear variation of a r,¡ith x.
Ilaving established the variation of the ce11 Cimension

as a function of x, the conposition of the Mossbauer sarnples
rvas deterrnineci by rneasuring their lattice paraneters an<i
conparing then rvith the calibration cutve obtainecl fronr
the large non-enríched sanples. The Iarge deviations in x
introduced by weighing erïors in the smarler sanpres can be
seen in Fi.qure 4-5. For example the attenpt to produce a
sarnple enriched with 57Fe i^¡ith an x val,ue of 0. S resulteC
in a sanple of the conposition F"C.46Cr0. 

S+RhZS+. Although
this method does not ensure that the nurnber of (Fe + Cu)
atoms is exactly one half of the nurnber of Rh atons, no
evidence rr¡a s found to question the stoichionetry of these
sarnples.

Later nagnetízation and Mössbauer measurernents suggested
the possibility of a crystallographic distortion in the iron
rich nenbers of the series as the tenperatuïe was reduced.
To check for this, the lorrr temperature attachnent to the
di f f ract ome t e'r^¡a s used to record X_ray tracings at a nurnber
of temperatures frorn 4,2 K to roon tenperature. No evidence
of any crystall.graphic change r.,¡a s found, other than the
contraction of the lattice as the tenìperature was lowered..
No extra lines or line broadening could be detected and. the
linear variation of the lattice paraneter r/ith x was retained
at all teinperatures. The results at 77 K are also shown in
Figure 4-5' These rneasurenents are not as accurate as those
taken at roon tenpeîature for r"¡hich the Debye_Scherrer canera
¡vas used. The equipnent had to be realigned each tine the
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sanple lúas changed the¡efore a roon tenperature trace was
alr";ays recorded anC checked .'u.ith the regulaï diffractonieter
and Debye-Scherrer results. Roon temperature 2B values
(r.,'here 0 is the Bragg angle) were consistentl,v 0.3o 1ol^¡er
when the 1or,r-ternperature systea rvas used, and so
neasurenents taken with tiris equipnent r^¡ere corrected by
this anount before the lattice paraneters rvere calculated.
However equipment clesigri limited neasurenent s to 20 < 1300
and so larger errors ¡nust be expected on the ce11
dinensions at lower tenperatures.
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4 . lfagnet ization lleasurements

lvfagnetization measurenents in the tenperature range
4.2 to 300 K indicated antiferrornagnetic order for all
members of the series. The susceptibility of all of the
samples was very sna11 especially at higher tenperatures.
In fact reproducible results could. not be obtained above
roon tenperature due to the relatively high backgrouncl
signal and increased noise produced by the magnetoneter
frrnace.l5 Even when using the 1ol¡ tenperature cryostat,
the original fibre glass sanple rod had to be replaced by
a quar.tz extension tube, since the 1ovÌ ternÞerature signal
produced by the glass fibre was larger than the signal frorn
s orne of the samples.

Fígure 4-6 shows a plot of the inverse rnolar
susceptibility (Xm1) against temperature for sanples of
Fe*cur-*Rhrs4 with 0.3 ( x < 0.9. Measured values of c, and
0 are shown in Table 4-4 together with the theoretical spin

only values calculated for Fe3* and Fe2+. The Van Vleck
contribution to the susceptibility fron Rh3* ions in spinel
octahedral sites was estinated by Lotgering2 to be
3.8 x 10-4 enu/oe nole of e Innr3. ]so. values of c,
and 0 wÍth this correction are also given in Table 4_4.
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0bserved Calculated

cn (Fe 3* 
: Fe2*;

Van Vleck
correction

Zt
C,n (Fe" ' ) C, (Fe"')

0.3x

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

no

1.97 I -410

z.s0 I -472

2.68 I -310

2.78 l -278

3.06 I -3ss

3.45 I -427

1.57

? rìo

2 .34

2.46

2 .69

3 .02

-3ss l 1.31 I o.so

-367 | 2.79

-284 | 2.63 i 1. s0

-256 | s.07

-326 | s.s0

-393 13.93 I z.zo

4.38 I ¡.oo

1.31

2.19

z .33

) Aõ

2.7 0

) a1

3.00
*Corrected for s¡na11 ferromagnetic inpurity

IABLE 4-4: Magnetizatio_n data for the sez,ies of conpound,s
Ee *Cu r_rPh ,S n.

For x > 0.S, the iron cannot re¡nain in the Fe3* state
proposed by plunier and Lotgerirrgll fo, the niddle rnernber
of the series unless we have holes associated r^rith the anion
lattice as in the case of Ferser.23 If the charge balance
is preserved via the iron Íons, then with an ionic nodel
we would have a conpound of rhe ror, /r"li_"lr"l*)* .rlï_*l
[nrrl-] sf -. The final colurnn or r"¡r"\ 4-4 shows the
expected C, values with the Fes*:Fe2* ratio required for
charge balance. The agreenent r,¿ith the van vleck corrected
experi.nental values is quite good. and there is certainly a
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trencl torvards Fe2+ as the iron content is increased. Jt
should be noted ho¡rever that the experinental errors on the
Cn values beco¡ne inuch larger for the iron_rich ¡nernbers of
the series since the Curie-Weiss Law is obeyed over a

snaller region of our experinental temperature range.
Excluding the niddle nember of the series, the Néel

poínts of the different sanples are not obvious fron the
curves of Figure 4-6. F"0.SCu..SRhZS4 has a single sharp
nininun ín its Xilvs.T curve at 135 + 5 K and obeys the
Curie-Weiss law above this temperature. The other menbers
of the series however, deviate fron the' curie-rveiss Law at
teÌ¡ìperatures up to 1s0 K above the sharp breaks in the
curves as shown for ¡ = 0.6 and x = 0.g in Figure 4_6.
This behaviour is ¡nore evident in Figure 4-7 which is a
graph of X, against T. For x ) 0.6, the peaks fa11 between
35 and 45 K. I{hether the peaks occur at the Néel point, or
whether in fact the samples begin to order at the tenperature
at rvhich the Curie-Weiss Law breaks down required further
investigation. It is unlikely that short. range order could
cause deviations from the Curie_l\¡eiss behaviour at
tenperatures as high as five times the. ordering tenperature.
sinilar results were found by Lotgering20 fro* nagnetization
neasurenents on the series of conpounds Coxcul_xRhZ54. He

also indicated that there was a possibility of spin ordering
in the internediate region.

The copper-rich conpound FeO.3Cu0.ZRhZS+ appears to
have a s¡na11 soft ferronagnetic conponent superinposed on
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the antiferromagnetic background at all tenperatures. The
nagnitude of this nìonent is remarkably constant at
-25 enu/rnole over the whole tempeïature range. This is a
very snal1 value, equivalent to approxinately 0.00Sp,g

/for¡nula unit and its inost likely origin is some sna11
ferronagnetic irnpurity, such as unreacted iron, too snal1
to be observed in either Mössbauer or X_ray experirnents.
This noment was subtracted fron all measurernents recorded
fron FeO.3Cu0. ZRheS+. Spin clustering of iron ions on the
A-sites could explain this sna11 ferronagnetic co¡nponent.
(Clustering tvould also explain the high Cúrie constant
calculated fron susceptibility results which included this
monent). However, since the cornponent is present at all
ternperatures we would Tequire the clusters to order above
300 K, which seens unlikely when the maxirnurn ordering
te¡nperature in the series occurs at 1Sg K.

Fu0.3Cr0.ZRhZS¿ has an abnornally high Née1 tenperatute
of 150 t10 Krabove which it follows a curi.e-weiss r,aÍr.
(The Néel point is indístinct using the data fron Fígure 4_6
but it is later verified by Mössbauer rneasurements). The
high Née1 tenperature in a compound with such a lorv
concentration of magnetic ions points to indirect interactions
via band polari.zation,2 This transition to netallic
behaviour as the iron content is reduced must. be expected,
since the end rne¡nber CuRhrSO is known to show p_type netallic.,Ê
conduction. "" The possibility of a nonent associated with
the copper lattice in the iron deficient conpounds
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(i.e. localized cuz+ ionsl is discounted since there is no

evidence of any long range nagnetic orcler in CuRhrSO, and

its susceptibility data is rve11 explained. by di¿nagnetic,
Pauli paranagnetic and Van Vleck contributions.2

As described earlier, the spinel A_sites nay be

subdivided into A1 and Ar-sites, where A, sites represent
those A-sites occupied by iron ions in F"0.SCu'.rRhrSO and

A, sites represent the interpenetrating face_centred_cubic
A sublattice occupied by copper ions. Inrnediately iron
ions occupy both A1 and A, sites, very strong conpeting
ant iferromagnet ic superexchange interactions exist:
1. The Ar- A, long range (Fe-S-Rh-S-Rh-Fe) superexchange
interaction proposed by Lotgering for FeO.5Cu0. 

SRhZS4.11
As the iron content is increased however the neasured
Curie constants (and later Mössbauer neasurenents) show a
change in the valence state of the iron fron Fe3+ to Fez+.

From the sharp drop in Néel tenperature between

F"O.SCr..SRhZ54 and FeO.OCr'.qRhzS¿ it would appear that
the change in electron distribution caused by the change in
valence state, seriously weakens this superexchange coupling.
2. The Ar* AZ (F-S-Rh-S-Fe) ant iferronagnet ic interaction
which do¡ninates in the cobalt-rhodiun spinels , CoRhrO O 

24

and CoRhrSO.20 The Ar-A, interaction is nuch. stronger in the
rnore covalent sulphide (T* = 400 K) than in the oxide
(T, = 27 It). In these conpounds, Iow spin Rh3+ ions also
occupy the B-sites and the lattice paraneters are very
si¡ni1ar to those of the Fe-Rh series. The consequence of
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this strong interaction in the cobalt cornpounds is a sirnple

. ant i ferronagnet ic ordering betrveen A_site nearest neighbours
i.e. an antiparallel alígnnent of the A, and. A, sublattices.

The presence of these strong cornpeting interactions as
the iron content is increased causes a number of interesting
effects, the nost visible of rvhich being the displaced
hysteresis loops described b e low.

The M-H cur.r¡es of Figure 4_g were recorded from sanples
of FeO. jcr.. ZRhZS+ and FeO.5Cu0. 

SRhZS4 at 4.2 K. The snall
ferromagnetic cornponent can be seen on the curve fron the
iron-deficient sanple. The samples were cooled to 4.2 K in
zero applied field and the curves show neither ìrysteresis
nor asyrnnetry about the origin. rdentical results were
obtained fron samples cooled to 4.2 K in an external. field
of 18 kOe. This Íras not the case for sanples containing
an excess of iron (x>0.5). All such sanples exhibited
hysteresis at 4.2 K and when cooled to 4.2 K in an external
field the resulting hysteresis loops were displaced along
the nagnetic axis. This is shown in Figures 4_9, 10, 11 and
12, where the curves synnetïic about the origin were
obtained by cooling the sanple fro¡n roo¡n tenperatute to 4.2 K

in the absence of an applied fielcl and the asynmetric curves
frorn sanples cooled ín 1gkOe.

As noted earlier, X-ray neasurenents showed clear
evidence for sorne degree of ordering of copper and iron ions
on A, and AZ sites in the conposition range 0,4S ( x < 0.7.
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It nay therefore be assurned that Fe 0.6Cu0.+RhZS¿ has the
najority of iron ions ordered antiferronagnetically on the
A, sublattice, rvith the excess replacing copper ions on the
A2 subrattíce' t.ith this srnall number of excess ions it is
unlikely that there will be interactions betrr,een iron ions
on the A, sites, As can be seen fron Figure 4-9, the
result of the interaction betrveen the excess spins and the
antiferromagnetic A1 sublattice i.s to align the spins in
such a direction so as to produce a zero net nonent. This
is not surprising when we consíder that we are dealing with
a cubic crystal !¡ith nany equivalent directions. Whether
in fact we are witnessing sirnple Née1 ant i ferronagne t i srn

(antiparal1e1 alignnent) on the A, sites or whether the
isolated excess spins are aligned along a nurnber of
equivalent diTections so as to produce zeïo monent can not
be determined frorn our present neasurenents. Both cases
would produce the observed results, provided the najority
of the excess spins are locked into position at 4.2 K with
a sufficient energy barrier to prevent realignnent by the
18koe applied field. If this .r^¡ere not the case a larger
hysteresis than that observed in Figure 4_9 would be

expected,

With the ¡nagnetic structure described above, two
possible ¡nechanisrns wourd explain the displaced. hysteresis
curve of the high field cooled sarnple. The first requires
that the isolated spíns be strongly coupled to the anti_
ferronagnetic lattice, but L¡ith a nurnber of nagnetically
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equivalent directions. At tenperatuïes near the ordering or
blocking temperature (Tr) of the excess spins, the coupling to
the A1 sublattice and hence the energy barrier betr\reen these
equivalent directions rvil1 be s¡na11. As r"¡e cool through
the blocking tenperature in an externaf fie1d, the (rnagnetic
nonents of the excess) spins will first align para11e1 to
the applied fie1d, then, as the temperature is further
lowered and the exchange energy becornes conparable to the
energy of interaction with the fie1d, the spins will relax
toÌ¡ards the nearest easy direction of nagnetization. When
the field is rernoved. at 1or4¡ tenperatures, the spins rernain
preferentially aligned ü-ith a net nonent in the field
direction. Fron the srnall hysteresis in the zero field
cooled sanple, rri-e know that lgkoe is insuf f icient to
overcone the energy barriet between the equivalent easy
directions of the najority of spins at 4.2 K, The original
ant iferronagnet ic tr{_H curve of the zero field cooled
Fu'.6Cr0.qRhZS+ will therefore have a very hard ferro_
nagnetic conponent superirnposed, producing the displaced
loop of Figure 4-9.

For the second mechanisn it is assuned that a lot{est
energy state exists for a particular orientation of each
excess spin with respect to the A, sublattice. However
the nagnetic ordering proposed by Lotgeringll ¡figure +_:)
requi.res only that the alignnent of the A1 nagnetic nornents
be along one of rhe ser 

"f [ioo] directions. If rhe
Fu¡.6Ct0.+RheS+ sanpl.e is cooled to below T, in the absence
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of an applied fie1d, all of the ant i ferromagnet ic
orientations in the porvdered crystalites will be equally
populated. Cooled in an applied field horr,ever, the excess
rnagnetic noments on the A, sites will be initially in the
field direction a¡rd the surrounding antiferronagnetic
regions will have an orientation indirectly deternined by
the applied field through exchange coupling to the excess
spins. IVhen the applied field is rernoved at 1ow tenperatures,
the excess spins rvil1 renain coupled to the preferentially
aligned ant iferronagnet ic lattice whose orientation is not
directly affected by the application of 1BkOe. The high
field cooled II-H curve v¡i11 therefore have a hard ferro_
hagnetic conponent superinposed on the ant i ferro¡nagnet ic
background giving a displaced hysteresis 1oop.

As the iron content is increased í.e. ¡nore excess
spins, the remanent nonent of the high field cooled state
will increase. Hok/ever, since the superexchange coupling
.of the original A1 lattice will be furt.her distorted by
the changing electron distribution of the iron ions, a

weakening of the locking ¡nechanisn will also result. rt is
therefore expected that ü¡ith an increased iron content, the
zero field cooled M-H curve at 4.2 K will show an increased
hysteresis, sinc"e the 1gk0e field will now be strong enough
to overcone rnore of the energy barriers between equivalent
orientations. This increased hysteresis is evident in t.he
M-H curve of FeO.7CrO.¡RhZS* shown in Figure 4_10.
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As the iron content is increased further, we must
consider the nost probable nagnetic structure of the end
nernber, FeRhrSO. Although this conpound has never been
produced as a single phase spinel, nagnetization and
conductivity neasurenents on a sample showing .,5% impurityl5
suggest it is an ant i ferronagne t ic seniconductor with the
sane nagnetic structure as CoRhrSO.n, tO (i.e. Fe spins on
A1 sites aligned antiparallel to spins on A, sites). ln
this case, A1-AZ interactions will begin to doninate as the
iron content is increased. The susceptibility at
tenperatures below T¡,J rvill peak as the Ar_ A, and At_ Az inter_
actions becorne conparable. Fron the susceptibility against
tenpeÌatllre curves of Figure 4_7 this appears to occur in
the region 0.6<x <0.g.

In the cornpositíon region 0.7 < x ( f .0, the nagnetíc
ordering will be conplex. The dornination of the Ar_A,
interactions will increase with increasing iron content,
producing larger energy barriers against spin reorientation.
Holes in the nagnetic lattíce (Cu ions) will reduce the
barriers for a linited nunber of spins, r,ihich nay then be
locked into a preferential alignment on cooling in the
field by one of the nechanisns described earlier. The II_H
curves at 4.ZK (Figures 4-11 and. 12) from F"0.gCr'. 

ZRh2S+
and FeO.gCuO.tRhZS4 deinonstrate the increasing energy
barriers by the reduction in the width of the hysteresis
curve of the zero-field cooled sanple with increasing iron
content. T.he renanent nonent of the high_fie1d cooled
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sanple is also reduced as the number of spins which can be
reoriented (i.e. nunber of copper ions) is reduced.

These results are surnrnarized in Figure 4_13. At 4.2
the width of the hysteresis curve and the monent in 10koe
the z.ero-f ield cooled sanples, and the ïenanent nonent of
the high-fie1d cooled sanples, all peak approxinately for
the conposirion Fe0 

.7 SCu 0. ZSRhZS+.
Ther¡na1 energy assists the preferentially oriented

spins in overconing the anisotropy barríers and thus the
shifted hysteresis, as neasured by the renanent nonent of
the high-field cooled sanples, d.ecreases on warrning. At
a sufficiently high temperature (TU), thernal energy is
sufficient to overcoine the anisotropy barriers and the
renanence disappears. T, was difficult to neasure
accurately but was constant for all the iron_rich sanples
within the accuracy of the neasurenents. T, was found to
be 35 t5 K, slightly below the ninina in the Xr1 v f
curves interpreted as Tr. The rernanent nonent approaches
zero gradually, rather than a sharp drop at T¡r ind.icating
a distribution in the heights of the energy barriers for
different spins, This ¡nust be expected since these barriers
depend upon the number, position and orientation of quite
distant nagnetic neighbours

K,

of
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E r\{o s sbauer - Ef f ect }leasur ements

As was explained earlier, iron enriched with 57F" ru",
used to prepare the naterial for the Ifössbauer absorbers.
Sínce this limited sanple sizes to less than 100 rng, weighing
errors were large and so the actual Fe:Cu ratios (x values)
of the conpounds were deterrnined from theír lattice
paÌaneters. Ir.fössbauer spectra y¡ere record.ed in the
tenperature range 2 K - j00 K and results were generally in
good agreenent with. the nagnetization investigation.
Conplications did arise however in interpreting the lolv
temperature results fro¡n the iron_rích end of the series,
rvhere computer fitting was unreliable due to the broad
overlapping lines of the Nössbauer patterns. Figures 4_14
and 4-15 show exanples of spectra fron Fe*Cur-*RhrSO with
x -< 0.5. Above the ordering temperature the patterns nay
be fitted with a single peak and below with a sinple six_1ine
pattern showing zero quadrupole shift. The absence of any
rneasurable quadrupole splittíng suggests Fe3* ions in this
conposition ,^ng"26 as do the isorner shifts of the spectra.
However with x < 0.S there is a distribution of nagnetic
and non-nagnetic neighbours which night be expected to
produce line broadening, if not actual splitting into
subspectra. The ordering tenperatures of ,uO.rau'.ZRhZS¿
and FeO.SCu', 

SRhZS¿ agree with those found fron
magnetization neasurenents and are surprisingly high for all
the l orr¡ iron content sanples. For sanples with x = 0.j0
and x = 0.1g, ordering temperatures oi 124 K and 4g K were
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measuted when the magnetic ion content of these compounds is
less than 59; anci 3% by weight respectively. The magnetic
interactions must therefore act over very targe distances
r.¡hich would indicate that they do so via a band polarization
rnechanisrn, At 4,2 K hyperfine fields of 263.6 kOe and
296.2 kOe were found for x = 0,19 and x = 0,S respectively.
Figure 4-14ci shows a spectrun of FeO.19Cu0,StRhZS+ at 4.2 K

in an external field of 50 kOe. The presence of the An = c
lines is expected frorn an antifertonagnetic porvder, Due to
the angular distríbution of hyperfine fields with respect to
the applied fie1d, the spectrurn shows line broadening, The
splitting of the nuclear 1eve1s is proportional to nJH
therefore this broadening is nore severe in the outer lines
(Table I-Ð.27 As the iron content is increased the

:";:t:,rrt.r 
of ionic conpounds of the rorrrr (rull_y) Ful*)*

Cui_*RhrSO arises. However, as can be seen in Figure 4_16,
the Mossbauer patterns show a single averaged. spectrum
although there is significant line broadening, particularly
in the case of Fu'.65Cr0.+SRhZS¿, both above and beloi.¡ the
ordering tenperature. This broadening nay be caused by
localization of electrons as the temperature is lowered to
give both Fe2* an.l Fe3*, o, it could sirnply be a result of
sites r^¡ith differing nu¡nbers of nagnetic neighiours. The
isorner shift values are higher than those fron compounds
with x ( 0,5 and increase h¡ith iron content. The hyperfíne
fields extrapolated to T = 0 K decrease as the iron content
is increased. Both of these effects are to be expected if
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Ivhat is being observed is an average spectrun fron the Fe2+
and Fe3* ions, rvith a fast electron exchange bett¿een the
trvo, as suggested by Haacke and Nozik2T for iron on the
A-sites of Fer_*Cu*Cr rSO. If the exchange frequency is
>108 s-1, as explained in Chapter I, the },fössbauer ion

rvi11 see an averaged charge. This situation is analogous
to the electron 'hoppingr rnechanisrn which takes place
betrveen FeZ* and F"3* ions on the octahed.ral sites of the
spinel Fer 0O. 28 In the conposition range 0. 5 ¡ ¡ < 0. 7 ,
lowering the tenperature to 4.2 K does not slor^¡ the electron
exchange frequency sufficiently to a11ow the divalent and
trivalent iron ions to experience separate weIl defined
nagnetii hyperfine interactions, Additional line
broadening will be caused by the distribution of hyperfine
fields and quadrupole interactions from sites Írith different
nurnbers of nagnetic neighbours. Fu0.6SCu'. 

¡SRhZSq shows a
sna11 quadrupole shift and an raveraged, hyperfine field
of 285.2 kOe at 4.2 K. Fu0.7Cr0. 

SRhZ54 shows evidence
for two overlapping 6_line patterns at 4.2 K (Figure 4_17). The
spectrun shifts at 4.2 K are 0.599 ¡nn/ s and 0.g02 rnrn/s, and
the hyperfine fields 274.5 k}e anð. 244.3 kOe respectively.
The outer pattern (that with the larger hyperfine fie1d.)
shows zero quadrupô1e shift whereas the inner pattern has
a quadrupole shift of .ZZ2 nn/s, This indicates thar
electron localization is being observed. as the tenpeïature
is lowered. The spectru¡n shift and zero quadrupole shift
of the outer pattern are the sane as those observed at 4.2 K
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in FeO.SC.'.SRhZS¿ ¡Fe3+ ionsl and the appearance of a

quadrupole shift at spinel tetrahedral sites is character-
istic of Fe2* ions. The pararnagnetic spectrum at Z7 K shov¡s
the prêsence of a si-ng1et ancl a quadrupole split cloublet
which disappears as the tenperature is raised. The ionic
cornpound would have the formula nefr*o rel*, cuf*, nnrso
and the intensity ratio of the th,o subspectra are in good.

agreenent with this at both 77 K and 4.2 K.

As the iron content is further increased, the tr{ossbauer
spectTa becorne rnuch rnore conplex. Figure 4_lg shows spectra
recorded frorn FeO.gCu'. 

.RLZS q. The nost striking result is
the appearance of a quadrupole splitting at roon tenpeïeture.
Although apparently a sinple doublet, the spectra develops
stTucture as the temperature is lorvered, showing at least
two and possibly nore overlapping doublets at 77 K, The
conpound orders at 46 *2 K, below which temperature the
Mössbauer spectra can again be fitted with two broad
overlapping 6- l ine patterns.

The sanples beca¡ne increasingly d.ifficult to prepare
with a spinel structure as the iron content r,ra s increased
and in fact FeRhZSO has never been prepared. as a single phase.
F"0. 94C*0. oORhzS+ was found to exist as a single phase
spinel and a series of Mössbauer spectra fron this conpound
are shown in Figure 4-19. Again, the apparently sirnple
quadrupole split doublet at roon tenperature is broadened
significantly as the temperature ís lowered.. Magnetic
ordering takes place at 138 rS K producing the spectrum
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shown in Figure 4-19b, This pattern persists until
32 15 K h¡hen part of the spectrun appears to order in a

nanner sinilar to that observed in FeO.gCu'. 
ZRïZS q. The

lor+er ordering ternperature coincides t,ith TU, the
tenperature at rr'hich the rfrozenr monìent disappeared on

heating a field cooled sanple of FeO.gcu'.fRheS+ fron 4,2 K.

spectra were recorded at a nunber of tenperatures in
an external field of 50 kOe and showed the sample to be

ant i ferronagne t ic between 2 K and 13g K. The unusual spectTa
bet¡veen 32 K anð, 138 K are very sinilar to those observed
for the ferrinagnetic spinel FeCrrSO at lohr tenperatures. S0

Further work howevet3l pror"d that the broad lines and
lack of resolution were the result of strain induced by
sealing the sample in a therno-setting plastic. The

measurenents fron a loose powder sanple showed narrow
distinct absorption lines which were in excellent agreenent
with theoretically fitted data. Exanples taken fro¡n
reference 15 are shor¡rn for conparison in Figure 4_20.
All the Mössbauer sanples from the series were produced in
the forn of a loose powder held between Beryllium discs
and so the strain causing the distorted spectra of
Figure 4-19 must be internally induced. Although no

crystalline distortion could be found at any temperature
in the X-ray investigation, this conpound ís at the linit
of iron content for a spinel seructure. and fro¡n the
Mössbauer results it is evident that considerable strain is
induced at the individual ion sites.
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The final l,lössbauer experinent perforrned on this series
h¡as an attenpt to verify the rexcess spin, nodel proposed to
explain the frozen monents found in the magnetization
investígation. If this nodel is correct, on cooling, the
excess spins align along the applied fie1d. The hyperfine
field of these spins will then be reduced by an arnount

equal to the applied field and the An = 0 lines of their
Nfössbauer pattern will be absent.

F"0.65Cr0.gSRhZS+ lvas chosen for this experinent since
its 1ow tenperature spectra were not too conpl-ex and a

reasonable renanent noment is expected at this conposition.
The sanple was cooled to 4.2 K in an externally applied.
field of 50 koe and a Àtössbauer spectrurn recorded without
renoving the field. If Figur e 4_ZIb is. conpared with that
fro¡n a norrnal randonly aligned antiferronagnetic porrrder

(Figure 4-74d) it can be seen that Figure 4_21bhas a spectrun
r^'ith a snaller hyperf i.ne field superirnposed on the broad
ant i ferronagnet ic background. The relative intensity of
the Am = 0 (2 and S)1ines is also snaller indicating thar
they are greatly reduced if not absent fron the superinposed
spectrum. This spectrurn may also al1ow us to choose
between the trvo processes, indistinguishable fron
magnetization measurernents, proposed earlier to explain the
locking nechanism of the excess spins. Although the broad
lines nade conputer fitting unreliable, the outer lines
of the ant iferro¡nagnet i c conponent appear to be sinply
broadened and show no evidence of splitting. This would be
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expected if the excess spin had. a number of preferential
directions with an energy barrier between thern, since on
cooling in an external fie1d, the nany antiferrornagnetic
directions of the porv-der v¿ou1d renain randomly oriented
with respect to this field. lf however the excess spins
were strongly coupled ,to the ant iferr onagne t ic lattice
which ítse1f rotated to the rnost preferential direction,
the ant iferrornagne t ic directions in the powder sanple
would forn a broad cone around. the field direction. In
this case, rather than uniforn broadening, the outer lines
fron the ant i ferrornagnet íc lattice should splitror at
least show structure indicative of the trvo separate
sublattices
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6. Discussion

A summary of isoner shifts and. hyperfine fields found
at tetrahedral sites for Fe2* and FeS* ions is shown in
Table 4-5. Figure 4-22 shou¡s a plot of the isorner shift at
rooJ¡r tenpefature against iron concentration. There is a

definite change from values characteristic of 3+ ions to those
characteristic of 2+ ions as the iron content exceeds x = 0.5.

C onp ound

Fe-S.J4

CuFeS,

Fuo.5cto.5crzs4

Fe*Cua _*CrrSO
(0çxç1)
FeCrrSO

Cd,_*Fe*CrrSO

FeRh, SO

(inpure)

Isoner Shift
re1. to Chroniun

nn

Hyp er f ine
Field

k0e

311

360

380

27

206 (77K) 3o

zlo (77K) 4

140 (77K) 18

33

z9

Fo rma 1
Ionic State

- 3+
.tse

- 3+
.tse

- 3+re

Fe5* * Fe 2*

increasing x
- 2+fe

.,!

¡e

.le

0.41

0.36

0 .46

0.36 - 0.73

0.75

0.71 - 0.80

0 .71

IABLE 4-5: A summarg of hyperfine fieLds and ¿somey shifts
found at tetnahedyaL sites fot, FeZ+ and FeS*- ions,
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Values fron non-enriched samples are included. The ordering
temperature as measured fron the lfössbauer ïesults is plotted
against iron concentration in Figure 4-23. It peaks at the
fu1ly ordered Fe.,,SCu,.SRhZS+ as expected and drops suddenly
rvith increased iron content. The Nrössbuaer results showed

ordering of FeO.94Cu0, 
OORhZS¿ and FeO.9Cu0. fRhZS+ at 1i8 K

and 107 K respectively, and not just above TU (-3SK) as

indicated fro¡n the nagnetization neasurements. The rise in
Née1 temperature occurs with the approach to the CoRhrSU

type of ordering referred to earlier and already proposed

for the nagnetic strrrcture of FeRhrSO.lS

Follorving the h¡ork of Lotgering et a1 .2, 16, 20, 2s

the band diagrans of Figure 4-24 are presented for the
Fe*Cur_*RhrSO series. The energy E is plotted versus the
density of states g. An area / gdE gives the nunber

states per no1ecule. The conduction band arises frorn a

broadening of the netal 4s electron levels due to the large
overlap of netal s functions and the sulphur p functions.
The outer sulphur 3p electrons form a broad valence band.29

The ¡netal 3d electrons are nore localized than the 4s

electrons and hence the overlap with the p functions is nuch
snaller giving a narroh¡ band of 3d leve1s. Ilany such nodels
have been proposed for sulphides, with the 3d levels
positioned both in the energy gap and overlapping either
valence or conduction bands. The clear evidence for Fe3*

in FeO.SC*'.SRhZSq lead to the choice of the Lotgering nodel2
over that oi GoodenoughS for copper containing spinel
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sulphides, h'ith rnonovalent copper represented by a fi11ed
3d band for Cu1* lying far belorv the top of the valence band..

A conpletely filled Rh3+ band overlaps the filled part of
the valence band throughout the series, The Fe2+ band lies
in the energy gap, an occupied leve1 representing a Sd

electïon bound in the Fez+ ion and an enpty 1evel a Fe3* ion.
I\¡ith the Ferni level E, situated in the 3d band a mixture
of FeZ+ and. Fe3* ions is present, whereas with E, below the
top of the valence band electrons are nissing fron sulphur
3p states. the band sche¡ne of CuRhrS* is taken fron the
work of Lotgering.20 The valence band contains one

hole/nrolecule leading to p type netallic conduction and a

sna11 tenperature independent susceptibility. The hole is
associated with the sulphur gp electrons leading to the
formal valencíes cul*nfl!*s!-s|. As iron replaces copper,
an enpty Fe2* band ¡Fe3+ ions¡ appears in the band gap and

the nu¡nber of holes in the valence band is reduced. The

valencies can now be represented by the fornula
Fe:*cuÌ:x nr.,!.s!;r*sl_r* for 0 ( x ( 0.5. rhar is one

hole/mo1ecu1e fo¡ CuRhrSO and zero holes for
ref*rcu|*rnn2.t'o-. rn this case, rhe series will be p rype
netallic for 1ow i].on content nenbers as suggested earlier,
and becone serniconducting for F"0. SCr'. SRheS¿. Conduction
could then take place via holes in the valence þ¿¡1d 6¡ via
electrons in the narror{ Fe2* d band, plurnnier reported
resistivíty results fro¡n two sanples of FeO. 

SCuO . SRhZS4 ,
one.of which was p-type seniconducting and the other an
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n-type seniconductor. ll¡ith the above mode1, very slight
compositional variations ¡vould explain this effect. With

0.5 < x < 1 the FeZ* band is partially f i11e<1 producing

a mixture of Fe2* and Fe3* ions. Electron tocalization is
seen at low temperatures in the lvlössbauer tneasurements only
for the sarnples viith x > 0.7. FeRhrSO would be seniconducting
on this nodel if it existed in the spinel structure. In
fact resistivity data fron the impure sanple reported in
reference 15 do show semiconducting behaviour and the nagnet_

ization neasurenents do indicate Fe2+ iron with antiferro-
Ìnagnetic, CoRhrSO type ordering.
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CCNCLUSIONS

triössbauer spectrâ of Ie,Se, have been shohrn to be

exceedingly conplex. Apart from the fact that there are
tr¡o distinct ordered phases belor^/ the ordering tenperature,
a s¡na11 anount of cold-working apparently introduces either
vacancy disorder. in the planes or additional phases. The
paranagnetic conponent may arise frorn FeSe, or perhaps fron
iron ions rvith a large nunbe¡ of vacancies on nearest
neighbour cation sites, Flowever, by enploying correct
preparaiion niethods, single phase sanples were produced with
either the 3c or 4c superstructures and a variety of X_ray
techniques were used to verify the sanple stIuctures.
. Based on the relative line intensities, an<l rvith the

aid of spectra taken in applied nagnetic fields, the
individual six-1ine patterns of the Mössbauer spectra h¡ere
ascribed to cations located in different crystallographic
sites. CoÍrputer fitting was linited to spectra collected in
the tenperature range TT to 300 K. Spectra were recorded at
temperatures below this range, but their conplexity was nuch
greater leading to increased uncertainty in the analysis.

Both magnetization data and lvfössbauer spectra provided
clear evidence for a large spin-rotation in the jc structure
at ,\, 130 K and hence confirm earlier neutron_diffraction
Tesults. The abrupt changes in the various païameters,
characteristic of such a rotation, were not present in data
recorded fron 4c sanples. Frorn isorner shift neasurenents
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it was concl,uded that all the iron ions r\,ere in the high_spin
ferrous state, shor,'ing the suggested ionic structure, rv-ith

FeS* ions on alternate c-layers, to be invalid. A sinple
band diagran was proposed to account fo. the charge imbalance
created lr'ith all the iron in the Fe2* state.

The cornpounds Fe*Cur_*RhrSO luere shov¡n to exist in spinel
forn for 0 =< x r< 0. 94. A 1ow tenperature X-ray investigation
indicated an absence of any distortions fron the spinel
structure above 4.2 K for all rnernbers of the series. !y
taking advantage of the depression of the scattering factor
of iron close to its K absorption e<Ige, superlattice lines
cjraracteristic of spinel A site ordering were found in the
range 0.46 < x < 0.7. This conf irrned earlier neutron
diffraction work on F"0. 5Cu0. SRhZS+.

ìvfagnetization neasurements showed the series to be anti_
ferromagnetic, although a spontaneous nonent could be

induced for 0.5 < x ( 0.94.by cooling through the Née1 point
in an externally applied fie1d. This nonent was 'locked inr
at 1ot"/ tenperatures producing hysteresis loops lvhich irere
displaced along the field axis. An explanation of this
frozen nonent rvas givçn based on a model with excess iron
spins randornly distributed on the copper A sublattice,

Both susceptibility neasurements above the ordering
tenperature, and isomer shift neasurenents at roon teÍnperature,
indicated a gradual change in valence state of the iron fron
Fe3* for x < 0.5 to Fe2+ as x * 1. The lon tenperature
Mössbauer neasurenents showed evidence for the presence of
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both Fe2* an<i Fe3* ions f or x > 0.7, rr,Íth intensit_.r ratios
in good agreenent rv-ith those required for ionic charge
balance. The 1orç tenperature spectra beca¡ne increasingly
conplex as x - 1, the broad overlapping lines preventing
theoretical fitting for x ) 0,9. A possible explanation for
this phenoinenon was given in terms of induced strain at the
individual iron sites.

Energy band diagrams rr,ere postulated which were

consistent with the observed conpositional dependence of the
conductivity, valence states and nagnetic data.

Further rr'o r i:.

a) The lolv tenperature X-ray equipnent now provides a- neans
of exanining the tenperature dependence of the lattice
paraneters of r3c' and t4c' FerSeU. This could produce
further evidence relating to the different spin rotation
processes in the tr,io sup ers truc tures . The single crystal
X-raI work described in Chapte:: III should be extended to
ínclude a detailed investigation of the reported tricrinic
distortion in the 4c superstructure.

b) During high temperature nagnetization neasurenents, a

sanple of FerSe, rvas cooled through its ordering tenperature
in the renanent field of the electronagnet (- 1 Oe ).
This field was reduced to zero when the feeclback circuit
r{as activated, and on further cooling, the magnetization of
the sample r{¡as seen to change direction. Further
investigation was not undertaken at the tine due to
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decompos ition of the sanples at high teûìperatures . Lior"iever,

if the sanples rvere sealed in glass ampules, this phenornenon

.cou1d be exanined and related to sinilar effects obserr.ecl

in naturally occuring pyrrhotite (FerSg). lt is possible
that sanÌples of pyrrhotite cooled in the Earth's field may

exhibit a nagnetization in the opposite direction to this
fie1d. It is irnportant that this nechanisn be fully
understood if natura111' occuring nagnetic minerals are to be

used to determine features of the Earthrs ancient nagnetic
fie1d.

c) 3y using a single crystal absorber, the conplexity of
the 1ot/ tenperature Mössbauer spectra of FerSeU could be

reduced, rvhicir would enable the theoretical fitting of the
spectra to be extended dorrn to 2 K. l{ith a more

sophisticated crystal-grorrring technique, larger single
crystals could be produced. These could then be alignecl and

sliced to províde suítab1e I\fössbauet absorbers.

d) The nost inportant addition to the data so far reported
on the series of conpounds Fe*Cur_*RhrSO would be an

investigation of the electrical properties as a function of
concentration. Resistivity and Hall Effect measurements

would provide valuable infornation as to the nurnbe.r and

sign of the naj ority carriers which in turn would test the
valídity of the proposed enErgI band schenes.

The peaking of the telnanence, hysteresis and lnonent

the approxinate concentration F"0 
. 7SCr' . Z SRhZS+

e)
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suggested by Figure 4-1s, shourd be confirned by magnetiza-
tion measurenìents on such a sarnple, and further samples in
the range 0.3 < x < 0,5 could provide evidence for the
change fron rnetallic to semiconducting behaviour.

f) The final suggestion for further ivork is again
associated rith the conplexity of the ir,lðssbaueï results fron
FerSer. Ir,lore insight into the nature of the rnagnetic
interactions taking place in this conpound rnay be gained if
the data could be sinplified by reducing the nunber of
different iron sites being exanined, To this end, several
attenpts were inade to create NiAs_type cornpounds of the
form FerAOX, rvher.e A = V or T, and X = S, Se or Te, partial
success rvas achieved and work is continuing in this area.
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APPEND I X

A progran for deternining an accllrate I'alue for the
ce11 dinension, a, of a cubic cïystal using a biased least
squares fit to a pfot as a ( B ) against the Nelson_Riley
function, 1, ¡cosz0 .orZ0 \/z\s:n-¡r---î-l

1. Character* 8 0 liane

2. Integer H,K,L

3. Real A(2 ,z),1't(Z),rA(Z),iF.(Z)
C Progran Reads ZTheta Values in Degrees

4. F (X,T) = (Cos (X) ** 2/Sin (X) +Cos (X) *x2/T) / 2

s. Dl(X) =41"*7 (2 . *Sin (X) )

C Read in the Nane

6. 2 Read(5,700,End=5)Narne

7. 700 Fornar(A80)

B. Prinr 100

9, 100 Fornar ('1r)
10. Print 800,Nane

11. 800 Forrnat('' ,,7X,ABO//)

12. Print 200

'13. 200 Fornat (' I , 7X, 118 ('o' ) l
14. Print 300

15. 300 Forrnat(" ,TX,r *',5X,'Theta (Degrees) ' ,5X, ,*, ,

CrD (Angstrons)',SX, rl',5X,'A (.A.ngstrorìsJ',5X,'*',

C5X,' (Cos (X) **2/Sin (X) +Cos (X) x*Z/X) / Z t,SX, | * | )
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16. Print 200

C Ala¡n = Ilavelength of the Incident Racliation
17. Alan=1 .54434

C N = Nunber of Reflections Indexed

1g . Read 400,N

19.. 400 Forinar (12)

20. BIt=812=822=813=823=0.

?1 . DolI=1,N
C T = 2Theta \¡a1ue of Reflectíon (Fi,K,L)

22. Read 500,T,H,K,L

23, 500 Forrnat (F8 .4,312)

24- 'r='r/?

25. X=T*. 017453

26. XF=F (X,T)

C Now Provide Bias

27. cZ=COTAN(X)**2

28. D=Dl(x)

C Now Calculate A (Theta)

29. AL=SQRT (FLOAT(H** Z+K**2+L,t*Z) ) ?tD

30. 811=811+1/Cz

31, BIZ=BTZ+XF/C2

32. BZZ=822+XF**2/Cz

33. 813=813+AL/C2

34. 823=823+ALÌ.XF /CZ

35. Print 600,T,D,AL,XF

36. 600 Fornat(t , ,7X,, *t,gX,F7.4,gX, r*r,gX,F7.4,gX, r*',

cgx,F7. 4,9x, r * 

"19x,F6. 
4,19X, "r 

r 
)
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37. 1 Cont inue

38. print 200

59. A(1,1) =811

40. A(r,2)=A(2,r)=812

41. A(2,27=e22

42. lf(l) =313

4s. \{ (z)=e23

C Now do least squares fit
44. Cal1 LNEQNS (A,Z,Z, Z,If ,IA,IR,IER)

C IER = 0 indicates fit conpleted
45, Prinr 900, IER,il¡(Z)

C lt(z) = Gradient and of the firred line
46. 900 Fornrat(' ' ,7X,, J¡¡ = i,12,' W(Z) = t ,F7.4)
47, Prínt 777,i\r(1)

C W(1)=Intercept on the ryr Axis
48. 777 Format('-' ,7x, 'The value of the Lattice paraneter

C l{as Found to be r ,F7.4, 'Angstrorns,)
49, Go To 2

50. 3 prinr 100

51. srop

52. End


